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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT 
 
Amelia H. Winner 
 
Doctor of Philosophy 
 
Department of Earth Sciences 
 
March 2021 
 
Title: Bed Force Distributions in Granular Flows 

Granular flows are particle-laden gravity currents that are ubiquitous in nature in a 

variety of different geologic settings. Their high mobility and potential for harm to 

human populations and infrastructure motivate workers to better understand their 

dynamics in hopes of predicting their behavior and runout. Forecasting the movement of 

these hazardous flows, however, requires understanding the mass and momentum transfer 

between the flow and its substrate. In this dissertation, I analyze the normalized 

frequency-magnitude distribution of bed force excursions generated by idealized granular 

flows through a combination of laboratory experiments and discrete element simulations. 

I explore a wide range of flow behaviors by varying mean grain size, shear rate, and 

standard deviation of grain size. In the discrete element simulations, I also explore the 

role of interstitial fluids in determining the shape of the bed force distributions by varying 

fluid density and viscosity. The flows explored in this dissertation span three flow 

regimes, encapsulating elastic-quasi-static, elastic-inertial, and inertial-collisional 

behaviors. Resulting distributions show a dependence of the best-fit functional form on 

flow regime with diffuse boundaries between regimes. Bed force distributions are 

sensitive to changes in shear rate and the standard deviation of grain size, weakly 

sensitive to changes in fluid properties, and robust to changes in mean grain size. 

Distribution tails generally become more elongated with increasing values of inertial and 
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Stokes numbers. The results of this work highlight the relative erosive potential for 

granular flows in different flow regimes, showing a higher erosive potential for flows 

exhibiting more inertial behaviors. In addition to my analysis of bed force distributions in 

granular flows, I explore the effects of sediment redistribution on sea level in the Bengal 

Basin and Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna river system which is responsible for 

transporting roughly 1 billion tons of sediment annually. Using a gravitationally self-

consistent sea level model, I show that sediment redistribution in this region is likely 

responsible for ~ 30 m of sea-level change over the last glacial cycle, but the results of 

these simulations are sensitive to model input parameters such as the effective elastic 

lithospheric thickness and mantle viscosity profile.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 Granular flows are gravity currents comprised of a particle phase and an interstitial 

fluid. Gravity-driven granular flows encompass a wide range of geophysical flows from 

rock avalanches and pyroclastic density currents, to debris flows and turbidity currents. 

Because these flows are ubiquitous in nature, they vary greatly in formation process, 

physical properties, and behavior. As granular flows move over their substrates, they 

impose forces on the bed which span several orders of magnitude (McCoy et al., 2013), 

exchanging mass and momentum with the bed which may have significant implications 

for flow dynamics and related hazards 

(Iverson, 1997). Of particular importance are the large magnitude but infrequent forces 

that constitute the tails of this distributions as these can have implications mobilization 

of the substrate and can confound continuum descriptions of these flows. While the 

entire distribution of bed forces is likely important for threshold processes such as 

erosion and entrainment, there is thought to be an outsized influence from the tail of the 

distribution which is poorly constrained (Hsu et al., 2014). For this reason, constraining 

the functional form of the distribution of bed forces in granular flows and the flow 

property controls on the shape of this distribution is imperative for understanding their 

erosive potential. Several distinct functional forms have been proposed to describe the 

shape of the magnitude-frequency distribution of bed forces, signaling a discordance on 

the controlling parameters governing the form of the distribution. In this dissertation, I 

measure bed forces generated by granular flows 
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over a wide range of flow conditions, using a combination of laboratory experiments and 

discrete element simulations. Using these data, I am able to comment on the most 

appropriate functional form of the bed force distribution for each flow regime and 

quantify the sensitivity of distribution shape to changes in granular and fluid properties. 

 In Chapter II, I present the results of laboratory experiments of dry granular flows 

comprised of borosilicate glass beads conducted in a rotating cylindrical flume. Bed 

forces are measured at the base of the flow by a high-precision 3-by-3 rectangular force 

sensor array. The array geometry enables me to capture spatial variations in the 

distribution of bed forces within the experimental granular flows and quantify wall 

effects at the flow boundaries. In these experiments, I explore granular flows with 

inertial numbers ranging from 3´10-2 to 0.5 and Stokes number from 850 to 5´104. Mean 

grain size, shear rate, and the standard deviation of grain size is varied from 2 – 10 mm, 

17 – 51 Hz, and 0 – 3.55 mm, respectively. I collect highspeed videos of each 

experimental run in order to link grain-scale behavior to the shape of the bed force 

distributions. Through analysis of the resulting force distributions and highspeed videos, 

I show that small grain size flows at low to moderate shear rates are susceptible to 

significant wall effects and that the shape of the distribution in these flows may vary 

substantially depending on the distance from the flow boundary. The bed force 

distributions are sensitive to changes in shear rate and the width of the grain size 

distributions and robust to changes in mean grain size. Distribution tails become more 

elongated with inertial and Stokes numbers, although the domain over which the 

distribution is defined is likely to impact the interpretation of these results.  
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 In Chapter III, I describe the results from discrete element simulations which employ 

a similar geometry to the flume used in the laboratory experiments. This technique 

enables the measurement of the force contributed by every particle in contact with the 

bed, generating a more complete spatial distribution of bed forces. The use of discrete 

element simulations, allows me to explore a wider parameter space than was possible in 

the laboratory, specifically in regards to the shear rate and interstitial fluid used to 

simulate granular flows. Using this method expands the parameter space explored to 

Stokes numbers of 1´10-5 to 1´105 and visco-inertial numbers of 2´10-5 to 2. I employ 

the visco-inertial number in place of the inertial number used in Chapter II due to the 

increased viscous interactions present in the simulated flows caused by the use of 

viscous interstitial fluids. These simulated flows span elastic-quasi-static to inertial-

collisional flow regimes, which allows the analysis of bed force distributions near both 

flow regime transitions. The results of this work show a dependence of the best-fit 

distribution of bed forces on flow regime, with diffuse boundaries between regimes. 

Distribution shapes were sensitive to changes in shear rate and width of the grain size 

distribution and only sensitive to changes in mean grain size at the high fluid density 

and viscosity limit, likely due to increased drag. Distributions showed a low sensitivity 

to changes in fluid properties and showed no difference between simulations run in a 

vacuum and simulations using air as an interstitial fluid.  

During my graduate studies, I explored a range of research interests including sea 

level response to large-scale sediment redistribution. In Chapter IV, I present the results 

from a gravitationally self-consistent sea level model in which I explore the 
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variations in sea level caused by sediment redistribution in the Bengal Basin over the 

last glacial cycle. The results of this work show ~ 30 m sea level perturbations in the 

Ganges-Brahmaputra delta caused by sediment redistribution over the 122 ka simulation 

and rates of sea-level change as large as 1.5 mm yr-1 in the delta over the past 100 years. 

These sedimentary effects on modeled sea level have a wide footprint, extending several 

hundred km from the location of fastest deposition in the delta. Comparison of these 

simulations to simulations driven only by global ice mass variations shows that sediment 

redistribution is large enough to affect the sign of modeled relative sea-level over the last 

10 ka at sites near the delta. These simulations illustrate the importance of sediment 

redistribution as a driver of sea-level change in this region, and imply a strong feedback 

between sea-level change and sediment redistribution in the Ganges-Brahmaputra-

Meghna Delta over glacial-interglacial time scales. 
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 CHAPTER II 

BED FORCES IN DRY EXPERIMENTAL GRANULAR FLOWS 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Importance of bed forces in RGF dynamics 

Rapid granular flows (RGFs) are extremely mobile, high-energy gravity currents that 

include debris flows, pyroclastic density currents, and rock avalanches. RGFs play a 

critical role in many geologic processes and can impact their surroundings over a wide 

range of timescales. On geologic timescales, RGFs reshape Earth’s topography through 

erosional and depositional processes, leaving information in their deposits about flow 

dynamics and ambient conditions during deposition (Valentine et al., 1989; Buesch, 

1992; Calder et al., 2000; Stock and Dietrich, 2006; Schürch, 2011; Scarpati and Perrotta, 

2012). On much shorter timescales, RGFs pose an enormous threat to human populations 

and infrastructure, and are responsible for over $500 million USD in damage and the 

displacement of over 50,000 people annually (Hilker et al., 2009; Annen and Wagner, 

2003). These RGF-associated hazards have motivated many workers to explore initiation 

conditions for these flows (Coe et al., 2007) as well as understand interactions within the 

flows themselves (Dufek, 2016).  

A challenge in understanding RGF dynamics is their diversity of behavior, as they 

vary greatly in size, formation process, composition, fluid content, temperature, flow 

velocity, and runout distance. Grain size, for example, varies over six orders of 

magnitude from fine volcanic ash (~10 microns) to large boulders (~10 m), and flow 

velocity varies from meters per second in debris flows to hundreds of meters per second 
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in pyroclastic density currents (Wilson, 1985). A unifying factor of all RGFs, however, is 

that they impose forces upon the beds they flow over, which influences their dynamics in 

many ways. The bed controls flow behavior through frictional or inelastic interactions, 

dissipating the flow’s energy and ultimately leading to flow arrest (e.g., Iverson, 1997).  

If bed forces are sufficiently high, they can fracture bedrock (e.g., Stock and Dietrich, 

2006), abrade the bed (e.g., Sklar and Dietrich, 1998, 2004), and entrain particles from 

the bed (e.g., Iverson et al., 2011, 2012; McCoy et al., 2012; Brand et al., 2014), thereby 

directly affecting the flow’s mass and momentum. Thus, the erosive potential of these 

flows is directly linked to the frequency-magnitude distribution of bed forces.  

 
Figure 1. Examples of granular flows. (a) Landslide, Las Colinas, El Salvador (USGS, 2001).  (b) Rock 
avalanche, Grand Canyon National Park, AZ (Miller, 2018).  (c) Pyroclastic density current, Mount Saint 
Helens, WA (Lipman, 1980).  
 

As a flow travels downslope, the RGF may interact with the underlying substrate 

through a number of complex processes including abrasion, single particle collisions, 

force chain formation, plowing, and pore-pressure gradients (Brand et al., 2014; Hsu et 

al., 2008; Estep and Dufek, 2013; Lu et al., 2016; Roche et al., 2013a). These interactions 

generate forces on the bed which loosen material allowing it to be more easily 

a b c
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incorporated by the overlying flow. The resulting forces drive bed entrainment and 

change the RGF’s shear rate �̇�, grain size d, and grain size distribution sg. Changes to the 

RGF’s flow properties change the internal dynamics of the flow and, therefore, change 

the distribution of forces imposed on the bed by the RGF. The goal of this study is to 

address the first leg of this feedback, specifically, analyzing the distribution of bed forces 

generated by RGFs. 

As entrainment is largely thought to be a supply-dependent process (Iverson, 2012), a 

key component of the bed entrainment feedback is the frequency-magnitude distribution 

of bed forces imposed by the granular flow. Regardless of dominant entrainment 

mechanism, several workers suggest that force excursions much larger than the mean 

force are responsible for dictating bed entrainment capabilities (Estep and Dufek, 2012; 

McCoy et al., 2012; Hsu et al., 2014). For this reason, the analysis will be restricted to the 

distribution of bed forces greater than the mean force imparted by the flow. The 

normalized frequency- magnitude distribution is often represented as 𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
*, the 

probability density of bed forces, F, that exceed the mean force, 𝐹). Identifying the 

functional form of 𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
* for RGFs is essential to the understanding of mass and 

momentum transfer at the bed. 

2.1.2 Probability distribution of bed forces  

There are two leading hypotheses for the functional form of 𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
* in granular 

flows. Studies of large-scale experimental and natural debris flows indicate that 𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
* 

is best described by a generalized Pareto distribution (GPD, Figure 2; Equation 1; Hsu et 

al., 2010, 2014; McCoy et al., 2013).  
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𝑃 ,
𝐹 − 𝐹)
𝐹)

. = 0
1
𝜎3,1 + 𝑘

𝐹 − 𝐹)
𝐹)𝜎

.
'6'67

 Eq. 1 

In Equation 1, k and σ are constants known as the GPD shape parameter and scale 

parameter, respectively. The scale parameter, σ, sets the y-intercept for the distribution 

with larger values of σ leading to lower y-intercepts and thus longer distribution tails. The 

shape parameter, k, influences the curvature of the distribution in plots of 𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
*, with 

positive values producing more elongated tails and negative values generating 

distributions with more truncated tails (Figure 2). In the limit k à 0, the GPD becomes 

the exponential distribution. Some laboratory studies of monodisperse and relatively low-

velocity or static granular systems find that 𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
* follows an exponential distribution 

(Liu et al., 1995; Mueth et al., 1998; Longhi et al., 2002; Majmudar and Behringer, 2005; 

Gardel et al., 2009) a shape which can be captured by the GPD. These qualities highlight 

the usefulness of the GPD and suggest it might be a reasonable choice to unite both 

rapidly moving and static granular systems.  

In another set of slowly sheared granular flow experiments, Corwin et al. (2005) 

show that the distribution of normal forces in a granular material under shear follows a 

power law distribution. A benefit of using this distribution is the potential to infer 

physical meaning from changes in the fit parameters (Corwin et al., 2005). The use of this 

functional form is supported by other experiments of slowly sheared granular systems 

(Denisov et al., 2016) as well as in granular packings undergoing quasi-static 

compression (Boberski et al., 2013) The general form of the power law distribution is 

given in Equation 2.                                               
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𝑃 ,
𝐹 − 𝐹)
𝐹)

. = 0
𝛼 − 1
𝑥:;<

3,
𝐹 − 𝐹)
𝐹)𝑥:;<

.
'=

 Eq. 2 

Here, the shape of the distribution is controlled by two fit parameters, a, which sets the 

slope of the distribution, and, xmin, which determines the minimum value of the normalized 

bed force excursions, ('	(
)

()
, over which the distribution is defined. The way in which these  

 
Figure 2. Sensitivity of hypothesized probability distributions for normalized bed force excursions	(𝐹 −
𝐹))/𝐹) to distribution parameters. (a) Larger values of the Generalized Pareto distribution (GPD; Equation 2) 
scale parameter, s, produce normalized bed force distributions with lower y-intercepts and longer tails. (b) 
Larger values of the GPD shape parameter, k, lead to longer tails and lower y-intercepts. (c) Larger values 
of the power law distribution (Equation 1) parameter a produce steeper slopes and shorter tails. (d) The 
power law distribution parameter xmin defines the lower limit of the normalized force excursions over which 
the power-law portion of the distribution is defined. 
 
 
distribution fit parameters affect the shape of the PDF is shown in Figure 2c and 2d. As 

the magnitude of a increases, the tail of the distribution steepens which results in a 
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decrease in the frequency of high-magnitude force excursions. An increase in xmin does 

not affect the shape of the distribution but, instead, shifts the start of the distribution to 

the right, truncating the domain. The power law distribution forms a straight line in log-

log space which allows for a clear graphical confirmation of its appropriateness to 

describe the data. This distribution was initially proposed and shown to agree well with 

experimental data for granular systems exhibiting slow shear rates (�̇� 	= 5´10-6 - 1´10-2 

Hz), however, it remains untested whether or not this distribution is an appropriate choice 

for more rapid flows. 

Defining the functional form of has important implications for bed entrainment, as 

only forces greater than some threshold value are capable of entraining bed material 

(Haas and Woerkom, 2016). Different distributions have been shown to differ from each 

other as much as 2-10 orders of magnitude for the highest magnitude forces in their tails 

(McCoy et al., 2013; Hsu et al., 2014).  Because of this feature, distributions with 

elongated tails will be more likely to erode and entrain bed material than those with 

shorter tails. Thus, determining which distribution best fits RGFs as well as determining 

the how their respective fit parameters depend on flow properties, is necessary in 

constraining material entrainment at the base of RGFs.  

2.1.3 Observed dependences of PDFs on flow properties 

In a series of laboratory experiments in a rotating drum, Hsu et al. (2014) found that 

exponential distributions can overestimate or underestimate the frequency of high-

magnitude bed forces, but that the GPD was able to capture these variations in the tail of 

the distribution. They found that the sign of the best-fit shape factor, k, varied 

systematically with sg with more positive values for wider distributions and negative 
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values for narrower distributions at a given rotation rate.  In their experiments, best-fit 

values of s increased with the width of the grain size distribution. They also found that at 

a given sg, the effective grain diameter had little influence on the mean bed force. They 

showed that the magnitude of the largest bed forces (i.e., the top 1% of the distribution) 

increased as a power law function of effective grain diameter to the power of 0.8-1.7.  

In the same study, the best-fit s increased linearly with flow velocity, while neither 

the mean bed force nor the shape parameter, k, varied systematically with flow velocity. 

The top 1% of bed forces scaled as a power-law function of flow velocity to the power of 

-0.3 to 1.1, generally with more scatter around the regression than in the regression with 

effective grain size. These observations, which were made under a relatively narrow 

range of flow properties, suggest that 𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
*	covaries strongly with certain flow 

properties.  It remains to be determined how this dependence varies over a wider range of 

flow properties. 

Further evidence for GPD in granular flows comes from field observations of bed 

forces under natural debris flows in Chalk Cliffs, Colorado (McCoy et al., 2013; Figure 

3). These flows showed force distributions that were well fit by GPD with k values of 

0.21-0.41, implying a high frequency of large magnitude forces, and longer tails than 

those in exponential distributions (Figure 2). McCoy et al. (2013) interpreted the 

elongated tail to be a result of the large width of the grain size distribution observed in 

these flows. Interestingly, McCoy et al. (2013) observed no obvious differences in the 

force distributions generated by coarse-grained granular surges and intersurge flows, 

regardless of their differences in flow properties. 
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One proposed explanation for the observed differences in force distributions is that 

bed forces are governed by different granular behaviors in different flow regimes due to 

fundamental differences in grain-scale interactions (Campbell 2005; Forterre and 

Pouliquen, 2008). In some flows, like dilute pyroclastic density currents, bed forces are  

 
Figure 3. Inertial number-Stokes number phase space. Salmon box delineates the parameter space spanned 
by the experiments presented in this study.  

 

dominated by the inertia of single-particle collisions with the bed. This is often referred 

to as the inertial-collisional regime (Campbell, 2005). In other flows like slow-moving 

landslides, particles are closely packed with long-lasting contacts and experience little 

relative motion. This regime is dominated by stresses transmitted through elastic 
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deformation of persistent contacts between particles and the bed, and is often referred to 

as the elastic-quasi-static regime (Campbell, 2005). The intermediate regime is known as 

the elastic-inertial regime, in which stresses due to particle inertia are comparable to 

those due to elastic deformation (e.g., Hsu et al., 2008, 2014; Campbell, 2005). These 

flow regimes are differentiated from one another by the dependence of the mean force 𝐹) 

on the shear rate �̇�. In the elastic-quasi-static regime 𝐹) is independent of �̇�. In the elastic- 

inertial regime 𝐹) scales linearly with �̇�, and in the inertial-collisional regime 𝐹) scales 

quadratically with �̇� (Bagnold, 1954; Savage, 1984; Campbell, 2005; Forterre and 

Pouliquen, 2008; Da Cruz et al., 2005). In the experiments, I restrict the analysis to 

elastic-inertial and inertial-collisional regimes, as generating flow conditions to mimic 

quasi-static behavior is challenging in the setup.  

In the analysis, I use an inertial number-Stokes number, I-NSto, phase spaces to 

enable comparison of the experimental results to those of field-based measurements 

(McCoy et al., 2013; Figure 3). For free surface flows, the inertial number can be written  

as: 

 
Eq. 3 

where rp is the density of the solid phase, ġ is the shear rate, d is the diameter of the 

particles, rf is the density of the fluid phase, g is the gravitational acceleration, and h is 

the height of material above the plane of interest (Savage, 1984; Forterre and Pouliquen, 

2008; Da Cruz et al., 2005). The (ρp−ρf) factor accounts for hydrostatic pore-fluid 

pressure (Iverson, 1997). I is interpreted as a ratio of the timescales relevant for grain-

I =
�̇dq

(⇢p�⇢f )gh
⇢p

<latexit sha1_base64="bisHW3/fkuba1s4TRUOuTOWIcb8=">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</latexit>
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scale (microscopic) and bulk flow (macroscopic) behaviors. The microscopic timescale is 

the timescale associated with grain rearrangement, A
BCD

	, while the macroscopic timescale 

refers to the timescale set by the shearing of the bulk flow,  6
Ė
. As shown in Figure 3, the 

inertial-collisional regime lies at high I values and the elastic-inertial regime lies at lower 

values of I in the case of dry flows. 

Next, I use NSto, which is a non-dimensional parameter commonly used to assess 

the role of viscous forces and the degree of particle-fluid coupling in grain-fluid mixtures 

(e.g., Tang et al., 1992; Raju and Meiburg, 1995). Here I write NSto for low particle 

Reynolds numbers using a characteristic velocity equal to d�̇�,          

 
Eq. 4 

NSto can be interpreted as the ratio of the time to decelerate a grain by an amount equal to 

the characteristic velocity through application of a Stokes viscous drag force, to the time 

required for a grain to move a distance of one particle diameter, d, through the interstitial 

fluid at the characteristic velocity (Armanini et al., 2005). If NSto is large, motion of the 

grains and the fluid are largely decoupled, but if NSto is small, particle motion is 

modulated by the fluid due to viscous interactions.                                           

While the dependence of the mean force on flow properties in different flow regimes 

is well understood, the dependence of 𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
*	on flow properties in different flow 

regimes remains poorly constrained. This piece of information is imperative for 

understanding threshold-dependent processes, as the highest-magnitude forces are likely 

to drive these processes. Therefore, understanding the differences in the behavior of 

Nsto =
⇢p�̇d2

18µf
<latexit sha1_base64="vRZSgGBRAMM1MG237mbDvP6mHv0=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3g0XoxjJTBbsRCm5cSQX7gE4dMmmmDU0mQ3JHKMN8hRt/xY0LRdyKO//G9LHQ1gMXDufcm9x7gpgzDY7zbeVWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BS8tEEdokkkvVCbCmnEW0CQw47cSKYhFw2g5GVxO//UCVZjK6g3FMewIPIhYygsFIfvH0xk81yOzSCxUmqaeG0o+9voTUG2AhcNa/r2apW/NE4oeZXyw5FWcKe5m4c1JCczT84pd5iySCRkA41rrrOjH0UqyAEU6zgpdoGmMywgPaNTTCgupeOj0rs0+M0rdDqUxFYE/V3xMpFlqPRWA6BYahXvQm4n9eN4Gw1ktZFCdAIzL7KEy4DdKeZGT3maIE+NgQTBQzu9pkiE0+YJIsmBDcxZOXSatacc8q1dvzUr08jyOPjtAxKiMXXaA6ukYN1EQEPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PmatOWs+c4j+wPr8AcFEoEU=</latexit>
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𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
*	in different flow regimes and the flow regimes spanned by RGFs is critical in the 

analysis of hazards posed by granular flows. 

 These considerations motivate the central goal of this study, which is to better 

understand the distribution of bed forces generated by RGFs. In this work, I focus on the 

following questions: (1) what is the functional form of 𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
*	for RGFs; (2) how does 

𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
*	depend on solid-phase flow properties; and (3) how do these dependences vary 

between flow regimes? To answer these questions, I simulate small-scale granular flows 

in the laboratory, vary flow properties to capture flow behaviors spanning elastic-inertial 

to inertial-collisional regimes, and record the distribution of bed forces these flows 

impose on the bed. Measurements reveal that	𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
*	generally follows a GPD, and the 

shape of the distribution is sensitive to changes in shear rate and the width of the grain 

size distribution in both flow regimes. 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Materials 

I constructed a rotating cylindrical flume, BERTHA (Bed Entrainment RoTating 

High-shear Apparatus) to measure bed forces generated by small-scale idealized granular 

flows in a laboratory setting. BERTHA is comprised of a 33 cm-wide cylindrical insert 

with an inner radius of 25 cm housed within a protective outer cylinder, both made of 8 

mm thick carbon steel.  Acrylic windows are attached to both sides of the drum to create 

spatially consistent boundary conditions and to facilitate the observation of the 

experimental flows (Figure 4A). The flume rests on two cylindrical aluminum rods, one 
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of which is attached to motor shaft to drive rotation. The flume is powered by an NMA-

brand 7.5 horsepower motor capable of driving rotation at 0.25-5.54 rotations/s, which 

translate to linear velocities of 0.4 to 8.7 m/s at the bed. The electronics used for data 

collection (sensor circuit board, microcontroller, and its power source) are mounted on 

the back window. This configuration allows for all wired components to rotate with the 

drum.  

To measure bed forces generated by the experimental flows, the bed of the inner 

cylinder is instrumented with a 3-by-3 array of SMD S100 high-precision thin film 

analog force sensors which have a maximum capacity of 0.5 N and a resolution of 500 

µN. Each sensor measures forces striking the circular end of a cylindrical load plate, 

which is 12 mm in diameter, flush with the bed of the inner cylinder. The remainder of 

the cylindrical load plate passes through the inner cylinder, where it rests on the sensor, 

which is installed between the outer drum and the inner cylinder. The portion of the plate 

passing through the insert is encased in a steel sleeve to ensure the plate remains in place 

during rotation. I installed nine sensors in a rectangular array with  

 
Figure 4. (A) Experimental apparatus, BERTHA. (B) Zoomed-in schematic of force sensor and load plate 
geometry. 
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13.5 cm spacing between sensors and 2.5 cm spacing between the wall and the nearest 

sensor, with the entire array spanning 17% of the drum’s circumference. The analog 

signals are split between two analog-to-digital converters wired to a Raspberry Pi where 

the force data is sampled at a rate of 7 kHz. 

I calibrated each sensor in its mounted position in the flume by dropping particles 

of known mass and velocity onto the sensor. I used a Phantom high-speed camera to 

measure the particle velocity and impact duration, capturing images at a rate of 1000 fps. 

I dropped particles with masses of 0.2 to 1.3 g from a height of 25 cm above the sensor, 

and computed the acceleration due to impact from the change in velocity before and after 

impact. From this, I calculated the impact force from the particle on the sensor.  

Uncertainties in the calculated particle accelerations were on the order of 0.01 :
FG

 which 

yields force uncertainties on the order of 10 µN, below the resolvable forces in the 

system. An example of these force calibrations can be found in Figure A.2. 

Experimental granular flows of borosilicate glass beads (r = 2230 kg/m3) of 

varying diameters (2-10 mm) are used to simulate natural granular material without 

added complications due to comminution. Particles have a young’s modulus of 64 GPa, a 

restitution coefficient of ~ 0.9, and sphericity of ~1 ± 0.1.  The experimental flows 

occupy 10 – 20% of the drum’s total internal volume and have an approximate 

interparticle stiffness of 2.68x104 – 1.34x105 N/m based of the estimation methods 

presented in Campbell (2005).. 

2.2.2 Methods 
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I processed the raw voltages measured by the force sensors in several steps. First, I 

resample the data at 2 kHz to maintain a constant sampling rate and reduce noise. I then 

apply a bandpass filter to the data to remove noise > 900 Hz and < 0.3N Hz which I 

determine as distinct from the signal based off a frequency spectrum analysis (Figure 

A.3). Here, N is a number defined by the ratio of the rotation rate versus the low 

endmember rotation rate used in the experiments (5 Hz). Because the low-frequency 

component corresponds to the portion of the signal associated with the rotation rate, the 

value of the dominant low-frequency signal varies with rotation rate. The sinusoidal 

signal of the weight of the load plate is subtracted from the signal to isolate only the 

contribution due to the granular flow. To focus on the forces that exceed  

 
Figure 5. Raw and processed force time series for a monodisperse flow with grain size d = 10 mm and 
shear rate �̇� = 34 Hz. The processed signal has been resampled at 2 kHz and passed through a bandpass 
filter with cutoff frequencies of 0.6 and 900 Hz. Time on the x-axis refers to the time, in seconds, since the 
start of the experiment.  
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the mean force, I subtract the mean force and discard all results equal to or less than zero 

and normalize these excursions by the mean force. Next, I create probability distributions 

by generating normalized histograms containing the remaining force data. Binning of the 

data is done in order to help generate a smooth distribution (Hsu et al., 2014). To avoid 

biasing data due to an arbitrary choice of bin width, I use bin widths calculated according 

to the Freedman-Diaconis method (Freedman and Diaconis, 1981) for each data set. This 

method calculates the ideal bin size as 𝑏𝑖𝑛	𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = 2 PQR(S)
√<U

, where IQR(x) represents the 

interquartile range of the bed force data and n is the total number of measurements. From 

here, a GPD and power law distribution are fit to the data and the best-fit distribution 

parameters are calculated. I calculate the 𝜒2 statistic for both the best-fit power law and 

Generalized Pareto distributions to determine the goodness of fit (Figure A.4). Once the 

best-fit distribution is determined, I analyze how the distribution fit parameters vary with 

flow properties and non-dimensional numbers. The results of this analysis are presented 

in the next sections. 

 2.3 Results  

 I simulate 20 experimental granular flows in the cylindrical flume, varying mean 

grain size (2 to 10 mm), shear rate (17 to 51 Hz), and standard deviation of the grain size 

distribution (0 to 3.55 mm) to analyze the effects of these flow properties on the shape of 

the bed force distribution. This set of flow parameters equate to inertial number flows 

from 3´10-2 to 0.5 and Stokes number flows from 850 to 5´104 (Figure 3). The passage 

the flow is clear in the processed force data (Figure 5) which can be identified by a 

sudden increase in the force signal, followed by a decay due to the passage of the tail. 

The shape if this signal is consistent for all flows, showing a general uniformity in flow 
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shape regardless of flow properties. The resulting bed force distributions are best-fit by a 

GPD at all inertial and Stokes number as shown by a c2 analysis given in Figure A.4. I 

see in many cases, the GPD and power law perform similarly in fitting the experimental 

data but the GPD performs marginally better (Figure 7). Further discussion of the trends 

found in the best-fit distributions can be found in section 2.4.  

2.3.1 Visual analysis of the experimental flows 

In addition to the bed force data, I record highspeed videos (1000 fps) for all of 

the experimental runs to be able to capture any changes in grain scale behavior which 

might help explain trends seen in the force data. At low inertial numbers (I < 10-1), flows 

are concentrated and particles show little relative motion in the bulk of the flow (Figure 

6a,c). For polydisperse mixtures, flows remain well-mixed with little noticeable size-

segregation. At high inertial numbers (I > 10-1) monodisperse flows with low grain size 

(2mm and 5 mm) begin to show kinetic behavior, in which flows become disconnected 

and more dilute (Figure 6b). For monodisperse flows with large grain sizes (8 and 10 

mm), flows slide along the bed and moves together as a cohesive unit, exhibiting very 

little energetic behavior in the body of the flow. Due to the geometry of the flume, 

however, particles in the tail of the flow become lofted and collapse back onto the body 

of flow which may lead to elevated forces at the bed due to these impacts (Figure 6d). For 

polydisperse mixtures, high inertial number flows show more obvious grain size 

segregation than in the low inertial number case. In this portion of the parameter space, 

larger particles separate out into the flow front, the center of the flow appears well-mixed, 

and the tail is dominated by smaller grain size.  
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Figure 6. Snapshots of experimental flows. Monodisperse flows with (a) grain size d = 5 mm, and shear 
rate �̇� = 15 Hz; (b) d = 5 mm, �̇� = 50 Hz; (c) d = 10 mm, �̇� = 15 Hz; and (d) d = 10 mm, �̇� = 50 Hz.  
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 For each of the experimental runs, I fit a GPD and power law distribution to the 

normalized bed force data. The goodness of fit for each of these distributions is 

quantified by a c2 test statistic (Figure A3). The bed force distributions in all of the 

experimental runs  

 
Figure 7. Best-fit distributions. Circles represent binned force measurements from a BERTHA 
experimental run with grain size d = 5 mm, shear rate �̇� = 15 Hz, and grain size standard deviation sg = 0. 
The black line represents the best-fit GPD and the red line denotes the best-fit power law distribution. The 
power law fit parameter xmin, which describes the minimum value of the normalized force excursion over 
which the power law distribution is defined, is shown by the vertical dashed line. GPD and power law 
distributions fit the tail of the bed force distributions equally well in this laboratory experiment.  
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distribution. There is no clear trend in the performance of the power law distribution with 

changes in flow properties, and thus, no trend between power law performance and  

inertial and Stokes numbers. Similarly, I see no change in the best fit distribution between 

bed forces measured by sensors at the flow center compared to measurements collected 

near the walls, indicating the robustness of the best-fit distribution to changes in 

boundary conditions. While the functional form of the best-fit distribution is consistent 

across the width of the flow, the shape of the bed force distribution is often anisotropic. 

In the results, I see both a grain size and shear rate dependence on the relative distribution 

shapes between forces measured at the flow center and those measured near the walls. 

The results of this analysis are presented in Figure 8. Monodisperse flows with small 

grain sizes (d £ 5mm) exhibit more truncated distribution tails near the walls at the low 

shear rate end member (15 Hz; Figure 8a), which is likely due to increased shear at the 

flow boundaries. As the shear rate increases, the trend reverses as particle advection 

increases along the flow boundaries, leading to an increased rate of grain reorganization 

in this region (34 Hz; Figure 8b). As shear rate continues to increase, the flow becomes 

highly energetic and frictional interactions between particles decrease due to a lower 

particle concentration. At this point, the trend once again begins to reverse, leading to 

distributions which largely overlap but show slightly dampened forces at the flow 

boundaries due to wall interactions (Figure 8c). At larger grain sizes (d ³ 8 mm), the 

distribution tails are insensitive to the location of the sensor as the tails of these 

distributions behave similarly (Figure 8d,e,f). I believe the difference in behavior 

between small and large grain sizes is likely due to the number of particles between the 

flow boundaries which varies as a function of particle size. For small grain size flows, a 
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Figure 8. Contribution of wall effects on PDF of bed forces. Circles represent binned force data and solid 
lines represent the best-fit GPD. Gray denotes distributions associated with sensors located at the flow 
center and black denotes distributions associated with near-wall sensors. BERTHA runs with (a) grain size 
d = 5 mm, shear rate �̇� = 15 Hz, and grain size standard deviation sg = 0; (b) d = 5 mm, �̇� = 34 Hz, sg = 0 
(c) d = 5 mm, �̇� = 50 Hz, sg = 0; (d) d = 8 mm, �̇� = 15 Hz, sg = 0; (e) d = 8 mm, �̇� = 34 Hz, sg = 0; (f) d = 
8 mm, �̇� = 50 Hz, sg = 0. Concentrated small grain size flows (d £ 5 mm) generate force distributions that 
show a dependence on the position of the sensor relative to the flow center. Large grain size flows (d ³ 8 
mm) show little variation between near-wall and centerline sensors regardless of shear rate. 
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greater number of particles exist between the wall and flow center, yielding a smaller 

length scale over which boundary effects are important. Therefore, particles at the flow 

center are largely decoupled from the walls in concentrated small grain size flows. 

Conversely, particles along the centerline in large grain size flows are more strongly 

coupled to the flow boundary as there are a fewer number of grains between the flow 

center and the wall. Increased sensitivity of particles near the flow center to conditions 

along the flow boundaries results in little variation between flow behavior at the wall and 

flow behavior near the flow center. 

2.4 Discussion  

2.4.1 Sensitivity of bed force distribution on flow properties 

Previous workers have shown that granular flow properties influence the shape of the 

probability distribution of bed forces (McCoy et al., 2013; Hsu et al., 2014), however, it 

remains unclear how the functional form is affected by these flow properties. Here, I 

present the results of varying the mean grain size, shear rate, and the degree of 

polydispersity in dry experimental granular flows within a rotating flume. I include both 

the mean and standard deviation of the grain size distribution to capture the major 

controls on grain size distribution, as there is significant debate about the most 

appropriate choice of grain size proxy (Stock and Dietrich, 2006). I note that the quasi-

spherical particles used in the experiments are idealized compared to the variability 

present in natural granular flows, however, their use reduces effects due to particle shape 

on the bed force distributions which may be significant (Cleary, 2008; Njobuenwu and 

Fairweather, 2014; Höhner and Scherer, 2014). The results of the analysis of flow 

properties’ effect on distribution shape is summarized in Figure 9. I vary mean grain size  
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Figure 9. Sensitivity of normalized bed force distributions to (a) mean grain size (5 mm, 10 mm), (b) shear 
rate (15 Hz, 50Hz), (c) degree of polydispersity (monodisperse, 0 mm; 3.55 mm). Sensitivity of non-
normalized bed force distributions to (d) mean grain size (5 mm, 10 mm), (e) shear rate (15 Hz, 50Hz), (f) 
degree of polydispersity (monodisperse, 0 mm; 3.55 mm). Blue and red circles correspond to binned forces 
for low and high values of each flow property, respectively. Solid lines denote the best-fit GPD. Variations 
in mean grain size show trends that can explained by variations in grain size (a, e). The shortened tails 
present in the normalized bed force distributions are a consequence of the mean force’s dependence on 
shear rate. Polydisperse flows generate larger bed force excursion than monodisperse flows and this trend is 
robust to normalization.  
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from 2 mm to 10 mm in the monodisperse flows. The results show no sensitivity of 

normalized bed force distributions to changes in mean grain size, a result which is 

consistent throughout the explored parameter space (Figure 9a). While nonnormalized 

bed force excursions, show a dependence on mean grain size, in which smaller particles 

show more elongated distribution tails relative to larger grain sizes, this trend can be 

entirely explained by variations in the mean force which is removed upon normalization 

(Figure 9d).  

I vary shear rate from 15 to 50 Hz to capture elastic-inertial to inertial-collisional flow 

behavior. Unlike the case for grain size, the length of the bed force distribution decreases 

systematically with shear rate, suggesting a higher frequency of high magnitude bed force 

excursions for flows experiencing low shear rates relative to flows experiencing high 

shear rates with all other variables held constant (Figure 9b). By changing shear rate from 

50 Hz to 15 Hz, the frequency of the high magnitude forces predicted by the best-fit 

distribution can vary by more than an order of magnitude. This result likely arises from 

the decrease in flow concentration as shear rate is increased as was observed in the 

experimental flows. Flows at high shear rates are generally less connected to their bed 

relative to slowly shearing flows (Figure 6b and 6a). Both of these trends in flow 

behavior may decrease the likelihood of generating high-magnitude bed forces due to 

force chains by reducing long lasting contacts between particles and may signal a 

transition in the dominant bed force generating mechanism. I see no significant change in 

the location of the high frequency component of the frequency distribution with changes 

in shear rate, regardless of the resampling frequency, which rules out the possibility of 

high frequency signals being accidentally removed from the signal due to resampling 
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techniques or signal filtering. When I analyze the nonnormalized distributions of bed 

forces, I see no trend between the length of the distribution tails and the shear rate (Figure 

9e). In the flow regimes explored in this study, I expect the mean force to increase 

systematically with shear rate (Bagnold, 1954; Savage, 1984; Campbell, 2005; Forterre 

and Pouliquen, 2008; Da Cruz et al., 2005), a trend which is reflected in the normalized 

distributions presented here. 

To explore the effects of the width of the grain size distribution on the shape of PDF 

of bed forces in granular systems, I simulate both monodisperse and polydisperse flows 

in the experiments. For the polydisperse case, I generate grain size distributions with 

standard deviations of 0.5 mm, 1.5 mm, 2.3 mm, and 3.5 mm, while keeping the mean 

grain size fixed at 5 mm. Maximum and minimum values of grain size are held constant 

at 10 mm and 2 mm, respectively, for all polydisperse runs to prevent extreme values of 

grain size influencing results. The results show that the length of the tail of the 

distribution increases with the standard deviation of grain size (Figure 9c), causing a 

higher frequency of large magnitude force excursions in polydisperse flows relative to 

monodisperse flows. I see roughly an order of magnitude increase in the predicted 

frequency of large magnitude forces for the best-fit distributions of flows with a standard 

deviation in grain size of 3.5 mm compared to a monodisperse flow. This trend is 

monotonic and consistent throughout the explored parameter space. This behavior seen in 

the tail of the bed force distributions is likely due to increased relative motion between 

particles, increasing velocity fluctuations within the flow. In the non-normalized 

distributions, the same trend is present which implies that this trend has no dependence to 

variations in the mean force (Figure 9f). 
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2.4.2 Relation of distribution fit parameters to non-dimensional numbers 

 In the previous section, I demonstrated how individual flow properties can have 

significantly different effects on the shape of the distribution of bed forces in granular 

flows. In this section I quantify the combined effects of varying flow properties using the 

inertial and Stokes number. These nondimensional numbers also allow us to compare the 

results of the small-scale granular flows to those large-scale natural flows to discuss how 

the results may carry over to natural systems. The combined effects of varying flow 

properties on the shape of the bed force distributions can be seen in Figure 10.  

 
Figure 10. Best fit values for GPD shape parameter (k; panels a-b) and scale parameter ((s; panels c-d) fit 
to normalized bed force distributions as a function of inertial and Stokes numbers for each experimental run 
(Table A1). Solid lines denote a linear regression for each fit parameter versus log(I) or log (NSto). The 
GPD fit parameters show opposite trends with I and NSto, as the shape parameter becomes more positive 
and the scale parameter becomes more negative with both nondimensional numbers. These trends have 
conflicting effects on the length of the tail of bed force distributions.  
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Here, I see that the GPD shape parameter increases with both inertial number and Stokes 

number, although there is significant scatter around the best-fit regression line for both 

nondimensional numbers (Figure 10a,b). More positive values of the shape parameter 

yield more elongated tails in the bed force distributions, however, the value of the scale 

parameter also impacts the length of the tail. In panels c and d, I see the opposite trend for 

the scale parameter in which s  decreases with inertial and Stokes number with a better 

fit to the linear regression. Decreasing the scale parameter leads to an increase in the y-

intercept of the distribution which leads to a more truncated tail. Because these two 

parameters show opposite trends with the nondimensional numbers, I must analyze them 

for their combined effects in distribution form in order to understand how these trends 

impact the general shape of bed force distributions in granular flows. The results of this 

analysis are seen in Figure 11. Large values of I and NSto yield best-fit distributions that 

decay more slowly than best-fit distributions for flows with lower values of inertial and 

Stokes numbers. However, it is important to bring attention to the fact that the 

interpretation of these distributions is highly dependent on the domain over which the 

distribution is defined. For example, if I were to restrict the analysis to normalized bed 

force excursions < 101, I would conclude that high I and NSto flows produce distributions 

with more truncated tails than low I and NSto flows. However, if I were to expand the 

analysis to normalized bed force excursions < 2´102 I would draw the opposite 

conclusion. For this reason, it is necessary that a minimum frequency or maximum 

magnitude of force excursion be defined when extrapolating these results to other 

applications. In the experiments, the results are constrained by the largest measured force 
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Figure 11. Best-fit Generalized Pareto distributions for high (red), intermediate (gray), and low (black) 
values of the Inertial number (I) and Stokes number (NSto) in granular flow experiments in BERTHA. The 
tails of the distribution tend to grow longer with I and NSto, implying a greater frequency of high bed forces 
in flows with high I and NSto. Note that the relative length of the tails is dependent on the domain over 
which the distribution is defined and therefore a maximum value of normalized force excursion or 
minimum frequency is likely needed to be defined in order to apply these results to other studies.  

 

excursions present in the signal, which provides context for the interpretation of the 

distribution tails. In larger systems or in cases of long-duration flows, which may be most 

relevant in industry settings, it may be necessary to consider the limit of ('(
)

()
	→ 	∞. 

2.4.3 Implications for RGF Dynamics 

The first observation is that the force distributions measured in the experimental 

granular flows are sensitive to changes in shear rate and the width of the grain size 
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distribution. While the nonnormalized force excursions showed systematic variation with 

mean grain size, this trend was explained by variations in the mean force between 

experimental runs. The experiments suggest that high magnitude force excursions are 

more likely to be generated by flows with larger values of I and NSto. This implies that 

flows exhibiting inertial-collisional behavior (i.e. dilute, highly energetic flows) and 

flows with weaker solid-fluid couplings may have an increased erosive potential due to 

the increased frequency of high magnitude forces they impose on their beds. However, as 

I only conducted experiments in air, the role of interstitial fluids needs to be further 

explored. These results may have significant implications for granular flow dynamics. 

For example, changes in flow properties (e.g., due to settling of large particles, generation 

of fines due to clast abrasion, bed material entrainment, loss of energy due to frictional 

interactions) impact flow dynamics by influencing energy transfer between the flow and 

the bed.  This is part of a larger feedback in which flow properties control the bed forces 

that regulate mass and momentum transfer between the flow and the bed, which in turn 

affect the flow properties themselves. While individual couplings in this feedback have 

been explored in a number of studies (Hungr and Evans, 2004; Iverson et al., 2011; 

Kueppers et al., 2012; McCoy et al., 2013; Hsu et al., 2008; 2014, Fauria et al., 2016), the 

full feedback including all couplings remains relatively unexplored. 

In the second observation, I notice that the functional form of the distribution of 

bed forces is best described by a Generalized Pareto distribution, however, in many cases 

the power law distribution performs similarly in fitting the tail end of the distributions. 

This suggests that the functional form of the distribution of bed forces may be 

approximated well by both distributions near the elastic-inertial-inertial-collisional flow 
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regime boundary, though, a larger parameter space should be explored to make 

recommendations on the most appropriate functional form for a given flow regime. 

Regardless, I can confidently say that bed force distributions in this regime are well-fit by 

the GPD, consistent with previous studies observing experimental and natural flows 

spanning a similar portion of the parameter space (Hsu et al., 2014; McCoy et al., 2013). 

This result supports the use of the GPD to capture the shape of the distribution of bed 

forces for granular flows in the explored parameter space.  

2.5 Bridge 

 The experiments presented in Chapter II provide new insights into the behavior of 

the distribution of bed forces in dry granular flows, and how the shape of these 

distributions is sensitive to variations in flow properties. However, it remains unclear if 

these trends are restricted to the portion of the I-NSto phase space explored in this chapter 

or if they are more generally applicable to the entire phase space spanned by granular 

flows. In Chapter III, I employ discrete element simulations in a similar geometry to that 

used in the experiments described above to analyze the bed force distributions of granular 

flows under flow conditions which are unattainable in BERTHA. Chapter III extends the 

analysis of the previous chapter to include the role of fluid density and viscosity in 

determining the shape of the bed force distribution. These flows span elastic-quasi-static, 

elastic-inertial, and inertial collisional regimes in which NSto is varied from 1´10-5 to 

1´105 and Im is varied from 1´10-5 to 3, where Im is the visco-inertial number which 

describes the ratio of the microscopic timescale to the macroscopic timescale in viscous 

flows. This phase space expansion enables investigation of the dependence of the force 
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distribution’s functional form on flow regime and provides further context for the results 

from my experiments.  
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CHAPTER III 

QUANTIFYING THE ROLE OF FLUID AND SOLID FLOW PROPERTIES ON 

BED FORCE DISTRIBUTIONS IN MULTIPHASE GRANULAR FLOWS 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1  Background 

Granular flows are natural phenomena in which a collection of particles and an 

interstitial fluid flow under the force of gravity. They are capable of exhibiting both fluid 

and solid characteristics (Forterre and Pouliquen, 2008; Delannay et al., 2017). These 

flows vary greatly in initiation process, volume, shear rate, temperature, fluid content, 

and grain size, leading to a wide range of possible behaviors. Common examples of 

granular flows include debris flows (i.e. Iverson et al., 1997), pyroclastic density currents 

(i.e. Sulpizio et al., 2014; Lube et al., 2020), and rock avalanches (i.e. Hungr, 2006), 

depicted in Figure 12. These flows are hazardous to infrastructure, water supplies, and 

agriculture, and are estimated to cost $1 to $2 billion USD in economic losses every year 

in the United States alone (National Research Council, 1985) and claim a global average 

of 4000 lives annually from 2004 to 2016 (Froude & Petley, 2018). In addition to the 

threats they pose to life and infrastructure, granular flows also reshape landscapes by 

eroding and transporting material as they flow. The incorporation of bed material at the 

base of granular flows is a key component of granular flow behavior because it can 

increase their volume, momentum, and hence runout (e.g., Kolderup, 1955; Bernard et 

al., 2014), which amplifies their hazards (Iverson, 1997; Hungr & Evans; 2004; Druitt et 

al., 2007; Iverson et al., 2010).  
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The amount of material a granular flow is able to erode is, ultimately, controlled by the 

mass and momentum transfer between the flow and the underlying bed which is regulated 

by flow properties. These flow properties are likely responsible for influencing the 

primary force mechanisms within the flow, determining the frequency and magnitude of 

bed force excursions from the mean force. While significant progress has been made in 

recent years to understand granular flow behavior from depth-averaged models (i.e. 

Iverson and George, 2014; Delgado-Sánchez et al., 2020), modeling granular systems as 

discrete particles is necessary in order to capture the entire distribution of forces 

generated by these flows as opposed to only reporting mean forces. Because erosion is a 

threshold process, it is the bed forces greater than the mean that are responsible for 

generating material that can be removed by a granular flow through rapid changes in 

pressure or shear induced at the base of the flow. Therefore, understanding the shape of 

the probability density function (PDF) of bed forces greater than the mean force is 

necessary for understanding the potential for these flows to erode their underlying 

substrate. For this reason, this study focuses on describing the tail end of PDF of bed 

force excursions, neglecting sub-mean and near-mean forces in the primary analysis.  

 
 
Figure 12. Examples of natural granular flows. A. Debris flow near Mount Saint Helens, WA (Martinson, 
1980). B. Pyroclastic density current from Mount Sinabung, Indonesia (Bracken, 2014). C. Sand avalanche 
on dune crest in the Mojave Desert, CA (Wilson, 2010). 
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 Over the last few decades, a significant amount of work has been done to better 

understand granular flows and the forces they generate through laboratory experiments 

(e.g. Howell et al., 1999; Longhi et al., 2002; Ferguson et al., 2004; Majmudar and 

Behringer, 2005; Gardel et al., 2009; Estep & Dufek, 2012), numerical simulations (e.g. 

Bardenhagen et al., 2000; O’Hern et al., 2001; Lois et al., 2007; Yohannes et al., 2012; 

Estep & Dufek, 2013; Breard et al., 2020), and observations of natural and large-scale 

experimental flows (McCoy et al., 2013; Lube et al., 2019; Allstadt et al., 2020). These 

efforts have had a substantial impact on understanding the behavior of these flows under 

specific flow conditions, revealing a wide range of bed force distributions. Because 

granular flows have the propensity to have to their flow properties rapidly evolve during 

transport (e.g. Iverson, 2003), there is a great need to explore a large range of flow 

properties to unite conflicting hypotheses for the most appropriate choice for the 

functional form of bed force distributions in granular flows.  

3.1.2 Bed forces in granular systems 

At the base of granular flows, the flow can interact and exchange energy with its 

substrate in several ways. Loose substrates are mobilized by shear forces generated by the 

overlying flow over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales from clear incorporation 

into the body of the flow to creeping behaviors far beneath what would typically be 

considered the substrate’s surface (Houssais et al., 2015). Single particles impact the bed 

in the form of collisions which may be a dominant form of energy transfer in more dilute 

and poorly connected flows (Campbell, 2005; Fauria et al., 2016). In concentrated flows, 

long-lasting contacts between grains can form quasi-linear force networks called force 

chains. These force chains are capable of generating forces much larger than the depth 
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averaged weight of the flow (Majmudar and Behringer, 2005; Estep and Dufek, 2012; 

Estep and Dufek, 2013; Hsu et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2017; Zadeh et al., 2019) and can 

impose these large forces on the bed should they terminate at the flow-substrate 

boundary. Low pressure regions behind the head of gravity currents have been shown to 

drive substrate entrainment (Roche et al., 2010). Fluidization can occur due to pore fluids 

in the substrate by reducing frictional interactions within the flow (Breard et al., 2017). 

The relative importance of each of these processes for mass and momentum transfer is 

dependent on flow behavior and substrate characteristics. In this study, I explore the 

supply-limited case in which I focus purely on the normal component bed forces which 

are necessary for generating erodible material, neglecting shear and pore pressure driven 

processes.  

3.1.3 Scaling of Granular Flow Regimes  

Natural granular flows encompass a wide range of interactions and the dominant 

mechanism for momentum exchange locally ultimately controls the PDF. One 

explanation for the observed disparities in the PDF described above is that different flows 

occupy distinctive flow regimes.  This explanation is based on the reasoning that different 

flow regimes produce different grain-scale behaviors, and that these should yield 

different forms of 𝑃 $('(
)

()
* and different sensitivities of 𝑃 $('(

)

()
*  to flow properties.  In 

flows like dilute pyroclastic density currents (surges), binary collisions dominate 

momentum transfer, and bed forces are dominated by single-particle collisions analogous 

to molecular interactions in gases but modified by inelasticity of the grains (e.g., Dufek, 

2016; Lube et al., 2020).  This is referred to as the inertial-collisional regime (Campbell, 
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2005; Forterre & Pouliquen 2008).  In other flows like slow-moving landslides, particles 

are closely packed with enduring contacts between particles, exhibiting little relative 

motion (e.g., Scheingross et al., 2013).  In these flows, forces are transmitted through 

long-lasting frictional contacts between particles.  This is referred to as the elastic-quasi-

static regime which is analogous to solid behavior (Forterre & Pouliquen, 2008).  Other 

flows occupy an intermediate regime more analogous to a fluid state in which stresses 

due to particle inertia are comparable to those due to confining loads (Campbell, 2005; 

Forterre & Pouliquen 2008; Brodu et al., 2015) which is referred to as the elastic-inertial 

regime. Many granular flows likely contain a range of these regimes in a single current, 

as flows likely have varying flow properties within different region of the flow (Lube et 

al., 2020). 

I use a visco-inertial number-Stokes number, Im - NSto, phase space (Figure 13) to 

enable comparison between the proposed discrete element simulations across each of the 

flow regimes described above. To account for different interstitial fluids in each 

experimental configuration I use NSto, which is commonly used to assess the role of 

viscous forces and the degree of particle-fluid coupling in grain-fluid mixtures (e.g., Tang 

et al., 1992; Raju and Meiburg, 1995) and is given in Equation 4. At low Stokes numbers 

(NSto < 1) flows are dominated by viscous interactions and, thus, a new inertial number, 

the visco-inertial number, is required to describe flow behavior (Iverson and George, 

2014). Equation 5 gives this inertial number modulated by the Stokes number, where at 

NSto > 1, Im ~ I. 

𝐼: = 𝐼[1 +
𝛼\
𝑁^_`

 Eq. 5 
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Here, av is a constant which I assign a value of 2 based off of previous studies of inertial 

granular flows sheared by a viscous fluid (Amarsid et al., 2017). The scaling of granular 

flow properties through a generalized inertial number, which assumes stress additivity, 

has been shown to successfully capture the rheology of granular flows immersed in fluid 

of high to low viscosity (Vo et al., 2020). 

 
Figure 13. Granular flow regimes can be delineated by visco-inertial number (Im, Equation 5) and Stokes 
number (NSto, Equation 4). Salmon box delineates the parameter space explored in the discrete element 
simulations in this study. Solid black lines indicate flow regime transitions that have been tightly 
constrained in previous studies (Savage, 1984; Armanini et al., 2005; Campbell, 2005; Forterre and 
Pouliquen, 2008; Da Cruz et al., 2005), and dashed lines indicate transitions that are uncertain. 
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2005; Forterre and Pouliquen, 2008; Da Cruz et al., 2005). This suggests 

that 𝑃 $('(
)

()
*	should depend on flow regime as well, but this relationship is currently 

unknown.  This is the critical knowledge gap I seek to fill, as it is the distribution of 

forces – not the mean force – that is most important for a number of threshold-sensitive 

processes in geomorphology (e.g., sediment entrainment, bedrock incision, flow runout).  

3.1.4 Study Goals 

This study aims to determine the optimal functional form of the probability distribution 

of bed force excursions for each of the previously described flow regimes. This will 

predict the magnitude and probability of high magnitude force excursions at the bed (i.e. 

the shape of the tail of the PDF) given granular flow conditions. I analyze the relationship 

between distribution fit parameters and flow properties to emphasize any existing 

systematic variations of distribution shape with mean grain size, shear rate, standard 

deviation of the grain size distribution, fluid density, and viscosity. This allows us to 

determine when flow properties may need to be better constrained to help inform hazard 

mitigation efforts.   

I therefore carry out discrete element simulations of granular flows in a rotating 

cylinder to answer fthe research questions: (1) What is the functional form of the 

distribution of bed force excursions in granular systems in each flow regime? (2) By 

describing the underlying physics in each flow regime, can I confidently delineate the 

boundaries between flow regimes in the chosen parameter space (Im-NSto) through 

changes in the shape of the PDF of bed forces? (3) Do the best-fit distribution fit 

parameters vary systematically with changes in mean grain size, shear rate, width of the 
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grain size distribution, fluid density, and viscosity? (4) How sensitive is the shape of the 

PDF to changes in Stokes number (i.e. When do fluids matter?)?   

3.2 Methods 

To answer these questions, I carried out 900 discrete element simulations to capture 

the bed forces generated by granular flows in a rotating cylindrical flume with interstitial 

fluids of varying viscosity and density. Employing the discrete element method allows us 

to resolve these force excursions from the mean by tracking the velocity and position of 

every particle within the system through time. I measure only the normal component of 

forces felt on the bed of the rotating flume sampled at 1 kHz.  In the following section I 

describe the DEM used to collect these data.   

3.2.1  MFiX Multiphase Model 

 I examine the implications of flow properties on bed force distributions using the 

open source MFiX (Multiphase Flow with Interphase eXchanges) discrete element model 

(Garg et al., 2012). The MFiX suite is a set of multiphase computational fluid dynamics 

models for describing the hydrodynamics, heat transfer, and chemical reaction in dilute 

and dense multiphase mixtures (Syamlal et al., 1993). MFiX development has been 

ongoing at National Energy Technology Laboratory, beginning with a multi-particle 

algorithm (Syamlal, 1985) based on the Eulerian-Eulerian approach. MFiX has 

undergone continuous model development and validation with a wide range of 

applications (Benyahia et al., 2007; Benyahia, 2008; Bergantz et al., 2015; Dartevelle, 

2007; Dartevelle & Valentine, 2008; Dufek & Bergantz, 2005; Li et al., 2017; Srivastava 

& Sundaresan, 2003; Syamlal et al., 2017; Breard et al., 2019; Fullard et al., 2019). In the 

discrete element model, I use a DEM-CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic) approach for 
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cases with an interstitial fluid or a Lagrangian approach for the pure granular case (no 

fluid). 

3.2.1.1 Governing Equations 

The mass and momentum conservation relationships for the fluid phase are 

defined in Equations 6 and 7, respectively. In these equations and those described below I 

use the notation of bold variables to indicate vector quantities, double bars to indicate 

tensor quantities, and italicized variables to indicate scalar quantities. 

𝐷
𝐷𝑡 (𝜀c𝜌c) + ∇ ∙

g𝜀c𝜌c𝐯ci = 0 Eq. 6 

𝐷
𝐷𝑡
g𝜀c𝜌c𝐯ci = 	∇ ∙ 	𝑆c̿ +	𝜀c𝜌c𝒈 − n 𝐈c:

p

:q6

 Eq. 7 

 

I note that the formulation given in Equation 7 does not include terms which may be 

important in the limit where fluid and solid density is similar such as the Basset history 

and added mass terms found in the Basset-Boussinsq-Oseen equation. Here, r
r_

 represents 

the material derivative which is defined as the rate of change of a physical quantity of a 

material that is subjected to a spatially and temporally dependent velocity field. g is 

gravitational acceleration, 𝜀c is the fluid volume fraction, 𝜌c  is the thermodynamic 

density of the fluid phase, 𝐯c is the volume-averaged fluid phase velocity, 𝐈c: is the 

momentum transfer term between the fluid and the mth solid phase (discussed in section 

3.2.1.3), and 𝑆c̿  is the fluid-phase stress tensor given by Equation 8.  
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𝑆c̿ = −𝑃c𝐼 ̿ + 𝜏c̿ Eq. 8 

 

𝑃c is the fluid-phase pressure and 𝜏c̿ is the fluid-phase shear stress tensor, 

𝜏c̿ = 2𝜇c𝐷uc + 𝜆c∇ ∙ 𝑡𝑟(𝐷uc)𝐼  ̿ Eq. 9 

 

where 𝐷uc is the strain rate tensor, 𝜇c  is the fluid-phase dynamic coefficient of viscosity, 

and 𝜆c is the second coefficient of viscosity. For the mth solid phase, the position, linear, 

and angular velocity of the ith particle evolves according to Newton’s laws (Equations 10, 

11, and 12).  

𝑑𝑿(;)(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡 = 𝑽(;)(𝑡) Eq. 10 

 

𝑚(;) 𝑑𝑽
(;)(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡 = 𝑭|

(;) = 𝑚(;)𝒈 + 𝑭A
(;∈7,:)(𝑡) + 𝑭~

(;)(𝑡) Eq. 11 

 

𝐼(;)
𝑑𝜔(;)(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡 = 𝑻(;) Eq. 12 

  
Here, 𝑭A

(;∈7,:) is the total drag force, including both pressure and viscous components, on 

the ith particle residing in kth cell and belonging to the mth solid–phase, 𝑭~
(;)	is the net 

contact force acting as a result of contact with other particles, T(i) is the sum of all torques 

acting on the ith particle, and 𝑭|
(;) is the net sum of all forces acting on the ith particle.  
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3.2.1.2 Contact Force Model 

 One advantage of using a DEM to model the solid phase of granular flows is the 

explicit treatment of particle-particle collisions. In the simulations, I use a soft-sphere 

model (Cundall and Strack, 1978) based on the spring-dashpot model. The soft-sphere 

approach makes it possible to have enduring multi-particle contacts, unlike the hard-

sphere approach which requires all collisions to be binary and instantaneous. Consider 

two particles i and j with diameters D(i) and D(j), respectively, located at X(i) and X(j). 

Particles i and j are moving with linear velocities V(i) and V(j) and angular velocities w(i) 

and w(j), respectively. The normal overlap, 𝛿<, between particles is then calculated as, 

𝛿< = 0.5g𝐷(;) + 𝐷(�)i − �𝑋(;) − 𝑋(�)� Eq. 13 

 

The unit vector along the line of contact pointing from particle i to particle j, 𝜂;�, is  

𝜂;� = 	
𝑋(�) − 𝑋(;)

|𝑋(�) − 𝑋(;)| 
Eq. 14 

 

In the soft–sphere approach, the overlap between the two particles is represented as a 

system of springs and dashpots. The spring causes the rebound of the colliding particles 

and the dashpot mimics the dissipation of kinetic energy due to inelastic collisions. The 

spring stiffness coefficients in the tangential and normal directions are kt and kn, 

respectively. To ensure the simulations are in the hard collisional regime, I use a value of 

kn > Ps×D×104, where Ps is the solid pressure (Zhang and Kamrin, 2017). Similarly, the 

dashpot damping coefficients in the tangential and normal directions are ηt and ηn, 

respectively. The spring stiffness and dashpot damping coefficients are essentially a 
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function of the solid–phases the colliding particles belong to. The normal and tangential 

components of the contact force Fij, at time t, are decomposed into the spring 

(conservative) force 𝑭;�^  and the dashpot (dissipative) force 𝑭;�r  as  

𝑭<;�(𝑡) = 𝐹<;�^ (𝑡) + 𝐹<;�r (𝑡), Eq. 15 

and 

𝑭_;�(𝑡) = 𝐹_;�^ (𝑡) + 𝐹_;�r (𝑡). Eq. 16 

The normal spring force 𝑭<;�^   at any time during the contact is calculated based on the 

overlap δn between the particles and is given by  

𝑭<;�^ = −𝑘<	𝛿<𝜂;�. Eq. 17 

Therefore,	the	total	contact	force	𝐹~
(;)(𝑡)	at	any	time	on	the	ith	particle	is	given	as

𝐹~
(;)(𝑡) =n(𝐹;�^(𝑡) + 𝐹;�r(𝑡))

�

�q6
��;

. Eq. 18 

3.2.1.3 Solid-fluid coupling 

In this section, I discuss the details of calculating the momentum interaction term, Ifm. 

The drag force acting on a particle, existing in the kth computation cell at time t is given 

by Equation 19. 
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𝐅A
(;∈7,:) = −∇𝑃c(𝒙7)𝜈: +

𝛽:
(7)𝜈:
𝜀F:

g𝐯c(𝒙7) − 𝐯F:(𝒙7)i								 Eq. 19 

 

Here 𝑃c(𝒙7) and 𝐯c(𝒙7) are the fluid-phase pressure and velocity values calculated at the 

cell center 𝒙7. 𝐯F:is the local cell-averaged velocity of the mth solid phase, 𝜈: is the 

particle volume, and 𝛽:
(7) is the local fluid-solid momentum transfer coefficient for all 

particles of the mth solid phase and, using a Gidaspow drag correleation, has the form of, 

𝛽:
(7) =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧3
4𝐶r

𝜌c𝜀c𝜀:�𝒖c − 𝑢:�
𝑑:

𝜀c'�.��																										𝜀C ≥ 0.8

150𝜀F(1 − 𝜀C)𝜇C
𝜀C𝑑:�

+
1.75𝜌C𝜀:�𝒖c − 𝑢:�

𝑑:
					𝜀C < 0.8

 Eq. 20 

 

In this drag correlation, the drag coefficient CD is dependent on the particle Reynolds 

number where CD is defined as 

𝐶r = �
24

𝑅𝑒(1 + 0.15𝑅𝑒¢.�£¤) 				𝑅𝑒 < 1000

		0.44																						𝑅𝑒	 ≥ 1000
. Eq. 21 

 

The momentum transfer term is then estimated using this approximation of constant drag 

force on all particles in each computational cell as 

𝐼c:7 = −𝜀F:∇𝑃c(𝑥7) + 𝛽:
(7)(𝐯c(𝒙7) − 𝐯F:(𝒙7)) Eq. 22 

  

This term is then used in Equation 7 to complete the conservation of momentum 

equation, relating momentum transfer between the fluid and solid phases.  
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3.2.2 Model Implementation 

 Using the above described discrete element model, I simulate glass beads in a 

rotating cylindrical flume to understand how the shape of probability distribution of bed 

forces varies with visco-inertial number, Stokes number, and degree of polydispersity. 

The simulated flume has a radius of 0.25 m and a depth of 0.33 m (Fig 14). Glass beads 

of density 2,300 kg/m3 are initially dropped onto the bed of a static drum where they are 

allowed to settle before the drum begins to rotate. After the drum achieves a constant 

rotation rate, I allow the flow to reach a steady state  

 
 
Figure 14. Geometry of rotating cylindrical flume used in this study’s discrete element simulations. Brown 
spheres represent the grains in this simulation. Arrow in the upper righthand corner indicates direction of 
flume rotation.  

 

before collecting bed forces. I define steady state in this system to mean the point in the 

simulation when the position of the flow front remains fixed within a tolerance of ±0.05 

m. I assume a no-slip boundary condition between the solid and the fluid phases. Particle-
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particle and particle wall interactions are frictional with friction coefficients of 0.382 and 

0.4, respectively.  I explore flows with quasi-static to inertial behaviors by varying mean 

grain size, shear rate, fluid viscosity, and fluid density. I also analyze the effects of 

polydispersity in the flows has been suggested to have a sizeable effect on the length of 

the tail of bed forces distributions (Hsu, 2010). The complete list of model parameters 

used in the simulations can be found in the supplemental material in Table. B1.  

3.2.2.1 Granular Flows with Interstitial Fluid 

 To explore the sensitivity of bed force distributions to changes in mean grain size, 

shear rate, width of the grain size distribution, fluid viscosity, and fluid density, I vary 

mean grain size from 8 mm to 16 mm and shear rates between 2.5´10-3 and 75 Hz to 

capture creeping to kinetic behavior in the simulated flows. I test the effects of the degree 

of polydispersity on the shape of the bed force distributions by modeling monodisperse 

flows (grain size standard deviation of 0 mm) to polydisperse flows with a maximum 

grain size standard deviation, sg, of 4 mm. Lastly, I explore the effects of fluid-particle 

coupling by varying fluid viscosity and the density contrast between the solid and fluid 

phase in the granular flows. I vary the fluid viscosity over 5 orders of magnitude (1x10-5 

– 1 Pa·s) and fluid density over 3 orders of magnitude $1 − 1000 ¥¦
§U*	to explore a wide 

range of fluid-particle couplings which may be present in natural systems. Grid cell size 

is kept at a factor of two larger than the maximum particle diameter to retain high 

resolution within the model while ensuring I are able to resolve bed forces from all 

particles. Note that in DEM-CFD, the Eulerian grid size Δx has to be larger than the 

maximum particle size and that Δx ∈ (1.85dmean, 2.5dmean) since bed statistics in that 

range are independent of Δx (Bernard et al., 2017). 
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3.2.2.2 Pure Granular Flows 

Many studies which model granular flows as discrete particles often ignore fluid 

phases especially in the case of dry flows (air as an interstitial fluid). However, it has not 

been quantified at exactly what fluid viscosity that omission is appropriate. To provide an 

answer to this gap in knowledge, I run a suite of simulations in which I do not include a 

fluid phase. These flows, contained in a vacuum, provide a basis against which I can 

compare bed force distributions to determine the viscosity and density-contrast thresholds 

at which the fluid component can be considered to be of little importance in 

reconstructing bed forces due to granular interactions.  

 In this suite of pure granular flow simulations, I keep all model parameters the 

same as in the case of flows with an interstitial fluid except for the presence of a fluid 

phase. As in the case with a fluid component, I explore the sensitivity of the shape of bed 

force distributions to mean grain size, shear rate, and width of the grain size distribution. 

These simulations are not included in the phase space depicted in Figure 13 as the pure 

granular flow limit describes an infinite Stokes number flow due to an effective fluid 

viscosity of zero. I can, however, describe these flows with a finite inertial number which 

spans 10-2 - 100 for this suite of model runs. 

 

3.2.3 Data Analysis 

 To analyze the data output from the simulations, I generate probability 

distributions of bed forces greater than the mean force felt on the bed. This is 

done by generating normalized histograms containing the force data. Binning of the data 

is done in order to help smooth the distribution which is susceptible to a significant 
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amount of noise when every sample is considered (Hsu et al., 2014). To avoid biasing 

data due to an arbitrary choice of bin width, I use bin widths calculated according to the 

Freedman-Diaconis method (Freedman and Diaconis, 1981) for each simulation. This 

method calculates the ideal bin size as 𝑏𝑖𝑛	𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = 2 PQR(S)
√<U

, where IQR(x) represents the 

interquartile range of the bed force data and n is the total number of measurements. From 

here, a GPD and power law distribution are fit to the data and the best-fit distribution 

parameters are calculated. I calculate the 𝜒2 statistic for both the best-fit power law and 

Generalized Pareto distributions to determine the goodness of fit, the results of which are 

shown in Figure 16. Once the best-fit distribution is determined, I separate each 

distribution by its best-fit functional form and analyze how the distribution fit parameters 

vary with flow properties (Figures 18 and 19) and non-dimensional numbers (Figure 17). 

The results of this analysis are presented in the next sections. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Flow property controls on bed force distributions 

3.3.1.1 Fluid flow properties  

I begin by analyzing the effects of fluid viscosity on the shape of bed force 

distributions. I vary fluid viscosity from 1´10-5 to 1 Pa·s to explore a conservative range 

of values encompassing the variation present in naturally occurring geophysical flows 

(Iverson, 1997). While holding all other flow properties constant, increasing fluid 

viscosity leads to a less elongated tail in the bed force distribution (Figure 15d). This is 

likely due to an increased coupling between the solid and fluid phases, leading to a 

dampening of particle impacts with the bed. It should be noted, however, that the 
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predicted frequency of high magnitude bed force excursions for the best-fit distributions 

only changes by a factor of 2 over 5 orders of magnitude variations in fluid viscosity, 

consistent with findings from previous studies (Hsu et al., 2014). So, while capturing the 

effects of fluid viscosity is important for accurately predicting the tail of the distribution 

of bed forces, the PDF is not particularly sensitive to changes in fluid viscosity.  

Next, I analyze the effects of fluid density, specifically, the density contrast between 

the fluid and solid phase, on the shape of the bed force probability distributions. I vary 

fluid density by 3 orders of magnitude $1 − 1000 ¥¦
§U*	to capture how density impacts the 

distributions shape in both dry (air as an interstitial fluid) and wet (water as an interstitial 

fluid) flows and model all fluids as incompressible. Similar to the case for fluid viscosity, 

increasing fluid density leads to a less elongated tail for the bed force distributions 

(Figure 15e). By varying the fluid density 3 orders of magnitude, I see that the predicted 

frequency of high magnitude bed force excursions for the best-fit distributions only 

changes by a factor of 2. Again, this result implies that it is necessary to include a fluid 

phase for accurately capturing the frequency of large force excursions, but the shape of 

the PDF is robust to significant changes in fluid density. Overall, I see that fluid flow 

properties do alter the shape of the distribution of bed forces in granular flows, however, 

the magnitude of this change only becomes significant over large (orders of magnitude) 

variations in fluid flow properties.  

3.3.1.2 Granular properties 

Granular properties have been shown by previous workers to influence the shape of 

the probability distribution of bed forces (McCoy et al., 2013; Hsu et al., 2014), however, 
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the degree to which the functional form is affected by these flow properties has not been 

quantified. Here, I present the results of varying the mean grain size, shear rate, and the 

degree of polydispersity in simulated flows of granular material within a rotating flume. 

While there is significant debate about the most appropriate choice for grain size proxy, I 

choose to include both the mean and standard deviation of the grain size distribution to 

capture the major controls on grain size distribution. I also note that the shapes used here 

(spheres) are idealized compared to the variability present in natural granular materials. 

When analyzing the effects of the mean grain size, it is necessary to examine the effects 

of grain size at different end members of fluid viscosity and density. Only at high values 

of fluid density and viscosity do I see a monotonic decrease in tail length with increasing 

values of mean grain size (Figure 15a). At all other fluid property combinations, all 

distributions plot roughly on top of one another, showing no clear trend of distribution 

shape with increasing grain size. 

I vary shear rate from 2.5´10-3 to 75 Hz to capture the full range of behaviors from 

quasi-static to inertial flows. Unlike the case for grain size, the length of the bed force 

distribution increases systematically with shear rate regardless of the value of fluid flow 

properties, suggesting a lower frequency of high magnitude bed force excursions for 

flows experiencing low shear rates relative to flows experiencing high shear rates with all 

other variables held constant (Figure 15b). By changing shear rate from 75 Hz to 2.5´10-3 

Hz, the frequency of the high magnitude forces predicted by the best-fit distribution can 

vary as much as an order of magnitude. Another trend which appears when analyzing the 

effects of shear rate is the dependence of the functional form of the best-fit distribution. 
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At low shear rates (�̇�	< 0.2 Hz) the bed force distributions are best fit by a GPD with 

shape parameter values very close to zero, consistent with previously published 

 
 
Figure 15. Sensitivity of normalized bed force distributions to (a) mean grain size (8 mm, 16 mm), (b) 
shear rate (2.5´10-3 Hz, 75 Hz), (c) degree of polydispersity (0 mm, 4 mm), (d) fluid viscosity (1´10-5 Pa s, 
1 Pa s), (e) fluid density (1 kg m-3, 1000 kg m-3). Red indicates a maximum value of each respective flow 
property and blue indicates a minimum value. 
 

studies showing exponentially distributed forces for slowly shearing and static granular 

systems. At intermediate shear rates (0.2 < �̇�	< 10 Hz) the PDF of bed force excursions is 

systematically better fit by the power law distribution than the GPD. In these cases, the 

GPD under predicts the frequency of high magnitude force excursions by over an order of 

magnitude. At high values of shear rate (�̇� > 10 Hz), the GPD does a better job at 

describing the distribution of bed forces for most of flows except for those with low NSto 

(~ 10) which are generally better described by a power law distribution.  
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To explore the effects of the width of the grain size distribution on the shape of PDF 

of bed forces in granular systems, I model both monodisperse and polydisperse flows. 

For the polydisperse case, I apply a normally distributed grain size distribution with 

standard deviation ranging from 1 mm to 4 mm and keep the mean grain size constant at 

14 mm. Maximum and minimum values of grain size are held constant at 27 mm and 1 

mm, respectively, for all polydisperse runs to prevent extreme values of grain size 

influencing results.  The results show that the length of the tail of the distribution 

generally increases with the standard deviation of grain size (Figure 15c), causing a 

higher frequency of large magnitude force excursions in polydisperse flows relative to 

monodisperse flows. I see an order of magnitude or more increase in the predicted 

frequency of large magnitude forces for the best-fit distributions of flows with a standard 

deviation in grain size of 4 mm compared to a monodisperse flow. However, this trend is 

not consistent throughout the parameter space. At values of Rep < 1000, flows with low 

viscosity fluids show the opposite trend, in which the distribution tail decreases with 

increasing values of the standard deviation in grain size.   Under these flow conditions, 

grain size segregation does not occur, due to the lack of relative motion of the grains.  

 

3.3.2 Distribution shape as a function of Non-dimensional Numbers 

I next test the goodness of fit for both the power law and GPD for each of the 

simulaFtions. To analyze whether or not there is a relationship between flow behavior 

and the functional form of the best-fit distribution, I plot the chi-squared statistic against 

visco-inertial number (Figure 16). At low values of visco-inertial number (Im < 10-3), the 

bed force distributions are best fit by a GPD with a shape parameter value close to zero, 
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consistent with an exponential distribution. I see significant misfit between the data and 

the best-fit GPD at intermediate visco-inertial numbers (10-3 < Im < 10-1). In this region of 

the parameter space, 𝑃 $('(
)

()
* is well fit by a power distribution in the tail of distributions.  

For large values of Im (Im > 10-1), the GPD and power law have similar values of the chi-

squared statistic, making the best-fit distribution more difficult to distinguish. The GPD is  

 
 
Figure 16. c2 statistics for GPD and power law fits to the tails of bed force probability distributions. At low 
visco-inertial numbers (Im < 10-3), c2 statistics for GPD fits tend to be lower than those for power law fits.  
This indicates that the tails of most bed force distributions in this regime are better fit by GPD than by 
power law fits. By contrast, at intermediate visco-inertial numbers (10-3 < Im < 10-1), c2 statistics for most 
GPD fits are higher than those for power law fits, indicating that bed force distributions in this regime are 
better fit by power law distributions. At high visco-inertial numbers (Im > 10-1), bed force distributions tend 
to be better fit by a GPD, except at high values of NSto (> 10), in which case distributions tend to be better 
fit by a power law distribution. 
 

generally the more appropriate choice in this part of the parameter space, however, at low 

values of NSto, the power law fits the tail end of the distribution better than the best-fit 

GPD.  In all cases, I rely on the chi-squared statistic to choose the more appropriate 
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choice for the best-fit distribution and confirm this choice through a visual inspection of 

the goodness-of-fit. 

3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Relation of distribution fit parameters to flow properties and non-dimensional 

numbers 

In this section, I analyze the relationship between best-fit distribution parameters and the 

two non-dimensional numbers, Im and NSto, which are both calculated using bulk flow 

properties. Figure 17 shows the results of this analysis. In each of the panels, the best-fit 

distribution parameters are only shown for distributions which are best fit by that 

particular distribution (i.e. alpha and xmin values are only shown for simulations that are 

best fit by the power law distribution), a determination which is made by comparison of 

the c2 statistic values. Upon first inspection, it is clear that there are some general trends 

in distribution fit parameters with both Im and NSto, however, there is also a significant 

amount of scatter around some of these trends.  For example, in Figure 17g, there is an 

overall positive trend between the GPD shape parameter, k,	and the Im, however, the data 

do not collapse to single line. This is due to the fact that Im and NSto are dependent on 

several different flow properties that are varying in each one of the simulations. Thus, 

these trends represent the combined effects of varying grain size, shear rate, fluid density, 

and viscosity. The contribution of individual flow properties can be seen by color coding 

the panels of Figure 17 for each property, an example of which is displayed in Figure 18. 
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Figure 17. Best fit values for power law (xmin, a) and GPD (k, s) parameters in fits to normalized 
bed force distributions as a function of visco-inertial and Stokes numbers.  
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Figure 17 shows that xmin and a respond differently to changes in Im and NSto. The 

slope of the power law distribution decreases with NSto, but shows little change with Im. 

The steeper slope of this trend for NSto than for Im indicates a small sensitivity of the tail 

of distribution to changes in solid-fluid coupling. Xmin shows a positive trend with NSto, 

and no clear trend is obvious with respect to Im. When I analyze these trends between the 

power law fit parameters and non-dimensional numbers by isolating individual flow 

properties, there is no clear relationship between the observed trends and flow properties. 

Conversely, for the GPD fit parameters, I see no clear trend with NSto, but there is a 

strong relationship between the GPD fit parameters and Im, with some scatter about these 

trends. This scatter can be explained by isolating the effects of grain size which is shown 

in Figure 8. These results highlight two very different responses of the best fit 

distributions to changes in flow properties and non-dimensional numbers.  

 
 
Figure 18. (a) Best fit values of the GPD shape parameter k as a function of visco-inertial number Im. 
Colors show that best fit values of k tend to be higher at smaller grain size. (b) Best fit values of the power 
law slope parameter, a, as a function of NSto, color-coded by shear rate. Shear rate does not change the 
shape of the trend between the power law slope parameter, a, and NSto, as all values of shear rate follow a 
single trend.  
 

3.4.2 Effects of polydispersity on bed force distributions 
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Because neither the visco-inertial number or stokes number is capable of capturing 

changes in the spread of the grain size distribution, it is necessary to perform a separate 

analysis of how distribution fit parameters respond to changes in the standard deviation 

of grain size. Polydisperse flows that generate bed force distributions best described by 

the power law distribution show a decrease in the median value of the slope parameter, a, 

with increasing values of sg (Figure 19B). To test whether these medians are statically 

different from one another, I carry out a Kruskal-Wallis H-test which yields a H-test 

statistic of 0.51, preventing the rejection of the null hypothesis that these median values 

are statistically equivalent. At the monodisperse limit there is also a decrease in the 

 

Figure 19. Influence of the standard deviation of grain size, sg, on power law distribution fit parameters 
xmin (panel a) and a (b) and GPD scale parameter s (c) and shape parameter k (d). These show that, in 
polydisperse flows (sg > 0), the median k increases monotonically with sg and the median a decreases 
monotonically with sg. 
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median value of a, breaking from the trend seen in the polydisperse flows. Median values 

of xmin show no clear trends with sg, however, there is a systematic increase in the 

interquartile range of xmin with increasing values of sg (Figure 19A). For distributions 

best described by a GPD, sg most strongly affects the GPD scale parameter. Figure 19C 

shows a monotonic increase in the median value of the scale parameter with sg for 

polydisperse flows. Again, I carry out a Kruskal-Wallis H-test with p-value = 0.05 for 

testing the statistically significant difference between scale parameter median values. In 

this case, I calculate a H-test statistic value of 7.9´10-5 which allows us to reject the null 

hypothesis and confidently say that there is a statistically significant difference between 

median scale parameter values. The shape parameter (Figure 19D) shows no clear 

relationship with sg, suggesting the systematic change in distribution shape associated 

with changes in sg (Figure 15C) is largely due to the relationship between scale 

parameter and sg. As in the case of the power law fit parameter a, the GPD scale 

parameter also shows a non-monotonic relationship with sg once the monodisperse case 

is included in the analysis. While the cause of this change in behavior is not immediately 

clear, I believe this may be due to the phenomenon of granular crystallization which is 

known to occur in monodisperse granular assemblies. 

3.4.3 Dry vs. Wet Flows 

The importance of including a fluid phase in modeling granular flows is still 

poorly understood due to the complexity of understanding flow property controls on bed 

force distributions even in dry flows. Previous workers have suggested that the interstitial 
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fluid in pyroclastic density currents and debris flows (Iverson, 1997; Druitt et al., 2007; 

Lube et al., 2019) may strongly affect the runout distance, which may be due to increased 

pore pressure within the flow (Girolami et al., 2008; Roche et al., 2016; Breard et al, 

2017). Hsu et al. (2014), however, found only a weak dependence of the PDF of bed 

forces on fluid viscosity with only small changes in the distribution over five orders of 

magnitude variation in viscosity. Similarly, McCoy et al. (2013) found no measurable 

difference in the bed force distributions with or without a viscous interstitial fluid. For 

this reason, I attempt to quantify the effects of including an interstitial fluid on the shape 

of the distribution of bed forces in a granular flow, specifically looking at the effects of 

fluid viscosity and decreased density contrast between the fluid and solid phase.  

To do this, I compare distributions from a case in which no interstitial fluid was 

included, and two more distributions presenting the end member values of fluid viscosity 

used in the simulations, with all other flow parameters being held constant. The results 

show that wet flows with high (1 Pa·s) values of fluid viscosity differ in the expected 

frequency of high magnitude forces from the dry case by a factor of 2, however there is 

no detectable difference in the bed force distributions for the low viscosity case (10-5 

Pa·s). This result is consistent with the results of Hsu et al. (2014) who showed a weak 

dependence of the PDF of bed forces on fluid viscosity. These results suggest that it is 

important to include a fluid phase when modeling granular flows with a fluid viscosity 

greater than that of air, as this will change the frequency of high magnitude bed forces, 

however, the sensitivity of the PDF to fluid viscosity is small when compared to the 

effects of other flow properties as discussed previously. Relating this back to the 

parameter space I present in Figure 13, this corresponds to flows with NSto  ~< 1. Natural 
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flows which may fall into this range include, debris flows, mudflows, and saturated 

landslides. 

Next, I compare the bed force distributions from a simulation which, again, has no 

interstitial fluid and two distributions with the end member values of fluid density I 

explored in the simulations. The frequency of high magnitude bed forces does not vary 

significantly from the dry case for low fluid densities (~ 1 kg/m3), but can differ by a 

factor of 2 for fluid densities of 1000 kg/m3. Large values of fluid density shorten the 

tails of the bed force distributions likely due to a decreased density contrast between the 

fluid and solid components. High viscosity fluids also truncate the tails of the bed force 

distributions due to an increase in coupling between the solid and fluid phases which  

 

Figure 20. Comparison of bed force distributions between flows with air as the interstitial fluid (black) and 
flows simulated in a vacuum (gray) for (a) slowly shearing flows and (b) quickly shearing flows. 
 

likely dampens particle impacts with the bed. These results suggest that granular flows 
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low sensitivity of the shape of the PDF to changes in fluid flow properties which justifies 

the exclusion of a fluid phase in the case of dry flows to decrease computational expense.   

In Figure 20, I show the bed force distributions generated by flows simulated with 

air as the interstitial fluid and pure granular flows simulated in a vacuum. Both the data 

and best-fit distributions for these flows are visually indistinguishable at low shear rates 

(Figure 20a). At high shear rates, the difference between the data and best-fit 

distributions for these flows is larger than in the low shear rate case but still negligible 

(Figure 20b). This confirms that in the case of dry flows, it is acceptable to neglect the 

fluid component when modeling granular flows, as this is unlikely to impact the behavior 

of the bed force distributions.  

3.4.4 Recommendations and Implications for granular flows 

In this section, I discuss the recommendations for the functional form of bed force 

distributions in monodisperse granular flows, the results of which are summarized in 

Figure 21. In this plot, I show that transitions in the best-fit distributions for the simulated 

flows align well with proposed estimates of flow regime boundaries (MiDi, 2004; 

Armanini et al., 2005; Da Cruz et al, 2005; Forterre and Pouliquen, 2008; Ness and Sun, 

2015). I note that the transitions between best-fit distributions are not sharp which 

inhibits us from further refining flow regime transitions within the simulations by 

distribution form. It is likely that the exact location of these flow regime transitions 

depends on other system properties, such as friction, and for this reason, the 

recommendations for the functional form of the PDF of bed forces is based off of flow 

behavior instead of exact threshold values of Im and NSto. For flows around the proposed 

flow regime transitions (within a factor of 5 of the estimated boundary), I integrate the 
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normalized bed force excursions above xmin for both the best-fit power law and 

Generalized Pareto distributions for comparison. Because > 90% the results of these 

integrations fall within a factor of 2 of one another, I recommend using a switching 

function based on local flow parameters when applying these results to continuum 

models.  

 

Figure 21. Lines indicate transitions between granular flow regimes as in Figure 13. Dots indicate visco-
inertial and Stokes numbers of the DEM simulations in this study. Dot colors indicate the best-fit form 
(GPD or power law) of the distribution to the tail of simulated bed force distributions.  These simulations 
show that the flow regime boundaries roughly correspond to the boundaries between types of best fits for 
the tails of bed force distributions. Overlap in the best-fit distribution highlights the gradual change in 
distribution form across flow regime transitions. In regions of significant overlap between distribution 
forms (e.g. transition between elastic-inertial and inertial collisional flows) the power law and GPD 
perform similarly, and the choice for the best-fit distribution is determined through comparison of the c2 fit 
statistic.  
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For quasi-static flows such as slowly-moving landslides, the shape of the bed force 

distribution follows a GPD (Figure 16) with k ~ 0 consistent with previously published 

results for static or near-static granular systems. These flows are best described as well-

connected, near-jammed systems which typically rearrange by sliding, rolling, and slow 

shearing of the top layer of particles. In this region of the parameter space, the mean force 

is independent of shear rate and high-magnitude force excursions are likely caused by 

force chains, terminating at the flow-bed boundary, as these flows are not energetic 

enough to generate high-velocity impacts with the bed (Campbell, 2005). These short-

tailed distributions suggest that these flows are not likely to generate a significant amount 

of material for entrainment and, for this reason, may be less likely to experience bulking 

when traversing supply-poor substrates. The shape of the tail of these distributions is 

sensitive to changes in mean grain size which highlights the importance of constraining 

this variable when reconstructing bed force distributions in this flow regime. Other flow 

properties have a much weaker impact on the shape of these distributions and for this 

reason are likely less important when trying to determine the potential for erosion in these 

flows. Elastic-inertial flows generate bed force distributions that are described well by a 

power law distribution, which can occur at high values of Im for low values of NSto. The 

resulting distributions have more elongated tails than their quasi-static counterparts and 

thus, have the potential to be more erosive.  

In the intermediate flow regime, flows now begin to display both quasi-static and 

kinetic flow behaviors in the elastic-inertial regime. Here, flows can still be described as 

well-connected although flows begin to display more energetic behavior, with binary 

collisions becoming more apparent particularly in the snout of the flows, and particles 
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becoming lofted in the tail end of the flow as the drum rotates. In this flow regime, the 

GPD begins to fail and the best fit distribution overwhelmingly becomes the power law 

distribution (Figure 16). Force chains are still predicted to exist in this regime due to the 

long-lasting frictional connections in the flow itself, while single particle impacts become 

another force producing mechanism due to increased flow energy. Elastic-inertial flows 

are sensitive to changes in fluid-solid coupling, quantified by NSto, displaying steeper 

slopes for more strongly coupled phases. Variations in this relationship can be explained 

by changes in shear rate, making shear rate an important variable to constrain when 

attempting to predict bed force distributions in this flow regime.  

In the most energetic portion of the parameter space, I enter the inertial-collisional 

flow regime for moderate to high values of NSto in which the flow begins to exhibit 

collisional behavior much like that of a gas. Here the flows are poorly connected and are 

more analogous to dilute currents which primarily interact through binary collisions. 

Because of the absence of long-lasting particle connections, this regime is likely 

dominated by single particle impacts with the bed signaling a transition in dominant force 

mechanism (Campbell, 2005). For inertial-collisional flows such as dilute pyroclastic 

density currents, the shape of the bed force distributions is best described by a GPD with 

k > 0.1. Here, the exponential distribution greatly under predicts the frequency of high-

magnitude bed forces as the tail becomes more elongated. This implies that these flows 

may be highly erosive, generating the highest frequency of large-magnitude forces on 

their beds out of all the flow regimes described here.  

3.5 Bridge  
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In the previous two chapters, I explored bed force distributions in granular flows, 

and presented an analysis of flow property controls on the shape of the distribution. In 

Chapter IV, I describe a gravitationally self-consistent sea level model which I employ to 

study the effects of sediment redistribution in the Bengal Basin over the last glacial cycle. 

I construct a sedimentation history based off of published 10Be, sediment flux, and 

sediment core data, where it is available, and use this as an input for the sea level model. 

I compare the results of these simulations to field observations and quantify the 

uncertainty in the results due to uncertainties in model inputs.  
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CHAPTER IV 

SEA-LEVEL RESPONSES TO SEDIMENT REDISTRIBUTION IN THE BENGAL 

BASIN OVER THE LAST GLACIAL CYCLE 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 As modern sea level continues to rise, low-lying coastal regions grow increasingly 

vulnerable to extreme flooding events. Monsoons and tropical storms can devastate these 

regions and are capable of causing over 100 billion dollars (US) worth of damages and 

thousands of deaths in a single event (Emanuel, 2017; Rappaport and Blanchard, 2016). 

Current estimates indicate approximately 10% of the world’s population resides in 

regions with elevations below 10 m (McGranahan et al., 2007), highlighting the 

enormous hazard small changes in sea level pose to coastal inhabitants. This threat to 

coastal populations will likely increase as sea level is projected to rise up to 83 cm by the 

year 2100 relative to sea level during the time interval of 1985-2005 (Church et al., 

2013). 

Coastal hazards are modulated by minor changes in sea level, which provide the 

backdrop upon which storms are superimposed. An important component of modern sea-

level changes is the ongoing asthenospheric response to past changes in the loading of 

mass at the Earth’s surface. Previous studies have incorporated sediment redistribution 

into a gravitationally self-consistent framework for sea-level change (Dalca et al., 2013; 

Ferrier et al., 2017) and applied it in a variety of places (Wolstencroft et al., 2014; Ferrier 

et al., 2015; Pico et al., 2016; van der Wal and IJpelaar., 2017; Kuchar et al., 2018; 

Ruetenik et al., 2020). These studies have demonstrated the importance of accounting for 
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sediment redistribution when modeling sea-level change, as it is capable of producing 

significant spatial and temporal changes in sea level. Because the impact of sediment 

redistribution on sea-level change depends on a number of factors that vary regionally, 

including the rate of mass redistribution, sediment compaction, and Earth structure, the 

impact of sediment redistribution on sea-level change may vary greatly in space. 

Therefore, to understand patterns of sea-level variation at any particular location, it is 

necessary to constrain the regional history of surface mass redistribution of ice, water, 

and sediment. 

One site that is particularly susceptible to sedimentary effects on sea level is the 

Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna (GBM) delta, which is home to one of the highest fluvial 

sediment loads on Earth (~1 billions tons/year; Subramanian and Ramanathan, 1996), fed 

by rapid erosion in the Himalaya. Here, small changes in sea level can induce significant 

changes in flood hazard that affect the > 150 million inhabitants of this broad, low-

gradient delta (UNFPA, 2018). Previous studies have explored the role of sediment 

deposition in the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna (GBM) delta and Bay of Bengal regions. 

Grall et al. (2018) estimated the scale and pattern of Holocene subsidence in the GBM 

delta using an extensive database of stratigraphic, radiocarbon, and seismic reflection 

data, and reported subsidence rates of 2-5 mm/yr in the middle and lower portions of the 

delta. Karpytchev et al. (2018) employed previously published delta sediment storage 

data (Goodbred and Kuehl, 2000a) and a eustatic sea-level curve (Lambeck et al., 2014) 

to drive deformation of a Maxwell viscoelastic, spherically symmetric Earth model 

(Spada and Stocchi, 2003). In this study, Holocene sediment loading produced 

subsidence rates of 1.6 mm/yr, similar to global rates of sea-level rise in the twentieth 
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century. Krien et al. (2019) computed subsidence rates in the GBM delta induced by 

sediment loading over the past 11,000 years using a 3D Earth model to explore the effects 

of lateral variability in mantle and lithosphere structure. The results of this study 

suggested modern subsidence rates of 2-3 mm/yr, although authors note the high 

sensitivity of subsidence rate to mantle and lithosphere properties.  

In this study, I build on this work by modeling gravitationally self-consistent sea-

level responses to the complex history of sediment loading and unloading in the Ganges-

Brahamputra basin and Bay of Bengal over the last glacial cycle (122 ka to present). 

These simulations are the first of their kind to include the effects of sediment erosion on 

sea-level change in this region, the importance of which is discussed in detail in section 

4.5.2. This study is also the first to analyze the importance of sediment redistribution over 

an entire glacial cycle, providing a more in-depth analysis of the effects of sediment 

redistribution on sea-level change over the timescales which are relevant for natural 

climate variability. In the following sections, I describe how I constructed a sediment 

redistribution history over the most recent glacial cycle that incorporates recent 

constraints on the sediment redistribution history throughout the region (Grall et al. 2018; 

Grimaud et al., 2020; Pickering et al., 2019; Sincavage et al., 2019). The simulations 

suggest that sediment fluxes from the GBM river system are large enough to produce 

relative sea-level perturbations of up to 30 m since the last interglacial, illustrating the 

importance of accounting for sediment redistribution in studies of sea-level change near 

large rivers. 

 

4.2 Methods 
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4.2.1 Static sea-level theory and model  

Unlike sea-level variations over decadal timescales, which are influenced by 

ocean and atmosphere dynamics (e.g., Cazenave and Llovel, 2010), sea-level changes 

over longer timescales (103-106 years) are dominantly driven by ice sheet growth/loss, 

tectonic activity, and variations in sediment distribution, which perturb Earth’s crustal 

elevation, gravity field, and rotation axis (e.g., Farrell and Clark, 1976). These responses 

have been hypothesized to be the dominant driver of sea-level change near large river 

systems over long time scales, locally exceeding sea-level changes due to variations in 

ocean water volume. 

The theory of post-glacial sea-level change is based on expressions for the 

gravitationally self-consistent redistribution of water in response to variations in ice and 

sediment loading (Farrell and Clark, 1976; Dalca et al., 2013). In this framework, sea 

level SL at a given point is the elevation difference between the sea surface equipotential 

G and the Earth’s solid surface, which is defined as the sum of the crustal elevation R, 

sediment thickness H, and ice thickness I (Figure 22; Dalca et al., 2013). Because G, R, 

H, and I are all globally defined fields, the sea-level field SL is also globally defined, over 

oceans (where SL is positive) and over continents (where SL is negative). Using these 

definitions, the cumulative change in sea level ΔSL from one time to another is given by 

the changes in each of these terms in Equation 23 (Dalca et al., 2013). Here each term is 

implicitly a function of time, latitude, and longitude. 

ΔSL = ΔG – ΔR – ΔH – ΔI Eq. 23 
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Figure 22. Schematic of factors controlling sea-level change in Equation 23. 
 

For a given location, relative sea level, RSL(t), is defined as sea level at a time in 

the past, t, relative to sea level at the present time, tp. This can be written as (Ferrier et al., 

2015): 

RSL(t) = ΔSL(t) - ΔSL(tp).                                        Eq. 24 

 

Here, RSL(t) represents the present elevation of a sea-level marker of age t.  

It is convenient to consider related terms that describe sea-level changes at sites 

that avoided direct erosion or sedimentation (i.e., where ΔH = 0 locally), but which 

nonetheless have been influenced by the effects of regional sediment redistribution on 

ΔG and ΔR. This is useful for interpreting the effects of regional sediment redistribution 

on sea-level histories inferred from preserved paleoshorelines. For sites like these that 

have also avoided direct changes in ice thickness (such as those considered in this study), 

the changes in SL and RSL can be written as ΔSLGR and RSLGR, modified versions of 

Equations 23 and 24 (Ferrier et al., 2015). 

sea surface
equipotential G

ice thickness I
water

sediment thickness H

crustal thickness R
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ΔSLGR = ΔG - ΔR                                               Eq. 25 

 

RSLGR(t) = ΔSLGR(t) - ΔSLGR(tp)                                   

 

Eq. 26 

 

In large river deltas, changes in sea level are strongly influenced by deposition and 

compaction of fluvial and marine sediment. While deposition affects sea level by 

increasing the elevation of the seafloor, compaction affects sea level by lowering the bed 

elevation and by purging porewater out of sediments. Compaction can also produce sea-

level changes in coastal regions by influencing shoreline migration and the location of 

seawater loading, which perturb crustal elevations. In my simulations, I account for 

sediment compaction following the methodology of Ferrier et al. (2017). This approach 

assumes that subaqueous sediment is fully saturated, and that sediment porosity φ 

changes at a rate that depends on the porosity φ itself and the difference between 

lithostatic pressure and hydrostatic pressure. Under the assumptions that ρs, ρw and g are 

constant with depth, I can write this as Equation (27).  

 

dφ /dt = −kgz(ρs − ρwC)(1 −𝜑)ª)(φ − φmin) 

 

Eq. 27 

 

Here k is a rate constant for changes in porosity [Pa−1 s−1], φmin is a minimum allowable 

porosity set by the densest possible grain packing (e.g., Bahr et al. 2001) and 𝜑)ªis the 

mean porosity in the column from the top of the column to depth z, and C is the ocean 

function (1 over oceans and 0 elsewhere). 
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4.2.2. Model implementation  

I compute sea-level responses by implementing the gravitationally self-consistent 

sea level model of Dalca et al. (2013), extended to account for the effects of sediment 

compaction and water conservation within sediment pore space following Ferrier et al. 

(2017, 2018). Sea-level responses are computed for a spherically symmetric viscoelastic 

Earth model characterized by a lithospheric effective elastic thickness of 90 km, a mantle 

viscosity profile given by the VM2 model (Peltier, 2004) and density profiles and 

elasticity parameters given by the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM; 

Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). I use the ETOPO2 topographic data set for the present-

day global topography (United States Department of Commerce, 2001). Perturbations in 

ΔG and ΔR are computed following viscoelastic Love number theory and spherical 

harmonic degree and order 1024 (Peltier, 1974; Kendall et al., 2005; Dalca et al., 2013). 

In these simulations, sea-level changes are driven by spatiotemporal variations in 

sediment thickness and grounded ice over the most recent glacial cycle from 122 ka to 

the present. For the ice load history, I adopt the ICE-5G model (Peltier, 2004), extended 

from the Last Glacial Maximum to 122 ka following Raymo et al. (2011). In Section 4.3, 

I describe how I constructed a sediment redistribution history for the study area. 

 

4.3 Sediment redistribution history 

Modeling sea-level responses to sediment redistribution requires a time series of 

global grids for three quantities: the cumulative change in sediment thickness ΔH since 

the start of the simulation, the sediment column’s mean porosity 𝜙), and the fraction of 

the sediment’s pore space that is filled with water fw. In this study, I refer to this 
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collection of global grids as a sediment transfer scenario. Here, I describe the sediment 

transfer scenario I constructed for the Bengal Basin and northern Bay of Bengal based on 

published erosion and deposition rates (Tables C1 and C2) and modeled changes in 𝜙) 

computed with Equation 27. The rate of change in sediment thickness is given by the 

difference between the sediment deposition rate (positive for deposition, negative for 

erosion) and the sediment compaction rate (𝐻(1 − 𝜙))'6𝑑𝜙)/𝑑𝑡; Ferrier et al., 2017). For 

simplicity, I follow Ferrier et al. (2017) in assuming that submarine sediment is saturated  

 
 
Figure 23.  Locations of basin-averaged erosion rate measurements and depositional areas (Tables 
C1-C2) that were used to construct the sediment redistribution history in Figure 24. Erosion and 
deposition rates for regions lacking published measurements were interpolated from neighboring 
regions, as described in Section 4.3. 

 

with water (fw = 1) and subaerial sediment is dry (fw = 0), and that eroding regions have 𝜙) 

= 0. The result is a best estimate for the study region’s sediment loading history over the 
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last glacial cycle. Thus, in my simulations the sediment properties in the tidal and the 

fluvial domains of the delta are treated identically (Grall et al., 2018).   

I began constructing the sediment transfer scenario by dividing the study region 

into the sub-regions in Figure 23. Erosional regions include the Himalayan basins, the 

Salween and Irrawaddy basins to the east, the Shillong Plateau just north of the GBM 

delta, and the Krishna, Godavari, and Mahanadi basins in eastern India. Depositional 

regions include the GBM delta, the alluvial deposits just south of the Himalayan basins, 

the continental shelf, and the Bengal fan. I do not include a depositional area for the 

Swatch of No Ground submarine canyon due to its small spatial extent relative to the 

model resolution (~1 grid cell), but include a hot spot of deposition in the Bengal Fan due 

to channelization of sediments through the canyon.  

Within each of the sub-regions in Figure 23, I used published measurements 

(Tables C1 and C2) to create grids of erosion rates and deposition rates with a spatial 

resolution of 0.05°. While the Ganges-Brahmaputra Basin and Bengal Fan are well 

studied regions, constraints on the timing and spatial extent of deposition and erosion are 

limited over the time interval analyzed in this study, particularly during pre-Holocene 

periods (Table 1). Because of these significant gaps in data, I use a global eustatic sea-

level trends (Peltier and Fairbanks, 2006) to inform estimates for sediment redistribution 

for periods in which I do not have published field measurements. Erosion measurements 

are taken from measurements of cosmogenic 10Be concentrations or fluvial sediment flux 

in basins in which cosmogenic data is not available. Measurements of cosmogenic 10Be 

concentrations in stream sediment yield basin-averaged mass loss rates in the upper few 

meters below the Earth’s surface (Brown et al., 1995; Bierman et al., 1996; Granger et 
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al., 1996). These rates are averaged over the time period of cosmogenic nuclide 

accumulation, which scales inversely with erosion rate (e.g., Granger and Riebe, 2014), 

and which is typically ~103-104 years for most erosion rates in the study area. For basins 

without published cosmogenic nuclide-based erosion rates, I apply river sediment flux 

measurements. Rates derived from fluvial sediment fluxes are averaged over the basin’s 

area and the duration of monitoring (4 - 40 years). Drainage basins were delineated using 

30-m topographic data (NASA/METI/AIST/Japan Spacesystems, and U.S./Japan ASTER 

Science Team, 2009). 

Modern deposition rates were taken from published sediment core data, which are 

most abundant in the GBM delta (Table C2). Deposition rates used in the sediment 

transfer history are averaged over ~101-104 years. In the Bengal Fan, which has few 

deposition rate measurements, I apply a pattern of sedimentation rates that decreases 

inversely with distance from the continental shelf. The resulting sediment redistribution 

rate maps are resampled onto a global grid with 512 rows and 1024 columns, the 

resolution required for the sea-level model input. To account for variations in erosion and 

deposition rates over time, I break down the last glacial cycle into the following six time 

intervals which capture the large-scale changes in the GBM-Bay of Bengal system over 

the past 122 ka (Figure 24). In each time period, I enforce conservation of sediment mass 

so that the cumulative eroded mass is balanced by the cumulative deposited mass, 

following the approach of Ferrier et al. (2015). 
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Table 1. Constraints on timing and spatial distribution of sediment erosion and deposition used for 
constructing sea level model input grids. Blank spaces indicate time intervals in which little or no data 
exists in the region of interest and blacked-out spaces are indicative of time intervals in which the region of 
interest is inactive.  

Region 

Fan Shelf Delta Alluvial fans Himalayas Shillong 
Plateau 

Eastern 
River 
Basins 

Western 
River 
Basins 

Time 

interval 

(ka) 

0-7  

210Pb 
derived 

deposition 
rates from 
sediment 

cores 

Radiocarbon 
dated 

borehole 
samples 

 

10Be and 
fluvial 

sediment 
fluxes 

10Be 
Fluvial 

sediment 
fluxes 

Fluvial 
sediment 

fluxes 

7-12   

Radiocarbon 
dated 

borehole 
samples 

 

10Be - 
increased 
monsoon 
strength 

10Be   

12-20   

Coarse-
grained 

paleovalley 
floor 

imaged by 
seismic 
survey 

 

10Be - 
increased 
monsoon 
strength 

   

20-30 

Carbonate 
formation 
under low 
water and 
sediment 
discharge 

 

Coarse-
grained 

paleovalley 
floor 

imaged by 
seismic 
survey 

     

30-115    

luminescence 
dated 

borehole 
samples 

    

115-122         

 

122-115 and 7-0 ka 

During these periods, I apply modern erosion rates derived from basin-averaged 

10Be-derived denudation rates and fluvial sediment fluxes to the Shillong Plateau and the 

Himalayan, Eastern Indian, Irrawaddy, and Salween basins (Table C2). I assume no 

deposition in the Alluvial Deposits region (Figure 23) during these time intervals to be 

consistent with luminescence dating of borehole samples collected from alluvial deposits 
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in the region (Roy et al., 2012). Delta deposition is assumed to occur at modern rates at 

both of these periods of sea-level highstand. For the GBM delta, I adopt the Holocene 

sedimentation rates and patterns in Goodbred and Kuehl (2000a) and several recent 

studies (Grall et al. 2018; Grimaud et al., 2020; Pickering et al., 2019; Sincavage et al., 

2019), while the continental shelf and Bengal fan are assigned modern deposition rates 

(Goodbred, 2003). To maintain conservation of sediment mass during these periods, I 

increased deposition in the fan by a factor of 1.56. 

 

Figure 24. Rates of sediment erosion (blue) and deposition (red) over the past glacial cycle in the 
sediment redistribution history (Section 4.3). A. (122-115 ka) Modern erosion and deposition rates 
and patterns are applied in all regions, as in panel F. B. (115-30 ka) Deposition in the delta ceases 
and deposition begins in the Alluvial Deposits region. C. (30-20 ka) Deposition in the Alluvial 
Deposits region ceases and rapid deposition in the northern Bengal fan begins. D. (20-12 ka) 
Rapid erosion begins in the Himalayan basins in response to strengthening monsoon. E. (12-7 ka) 
Rapid deposition in the delta begins. F. (7-0 ka) Modern erosion and deposition rates and patterns. 

 

115-30 ka 

During this time period, the transition from a sea-level highstand to a long-lasting 

midstand was accompanied by the onset of sediment accumulation in the Alluvial 

Deposits region (Goodbred, 2003; Roy et al., 2012), which I simulate with a temporally 

steady deposition rate of 0.15, 0.32, and 0.5 mm/yr for the southern, middle, and northern 
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swaths, respectively. Deposition in the delta ceases while sedimentation on the shelf 

remains unchanged from the previous time period, reflecting large amounts of sediment 

stored in the region’s alluvial valleys (Goodbred, 2003; Weber et al., 2003, 2018). I 

assign the Himalayan, Salween, Irrawaddy, and Eastern Indian basins and the Shillong 

Plateau erosion rates that match their modern rates as there is no evidence to suggest a 

significant change in sediment supply during this time interval. To maintain sediment 

mass conservation during this period, I scaled deposition rates in the Bengal fan region 

upward by a factor of 2.5204. 

 

30-20 ka 

During this period, I assigned a deposition rate of 0 mm/yr in the Alluvial 

Deposits region, reflecting the reduction in sediment supply from the Himalaya at this 

time (Singh, 1996). I assigned erosion rates of 2.5-7.5 mm/yr along the major river 

valleys in the subaerial and subaqueous delta to account for incision driven by Tibetan 

lake-burst floods (Goodbred, 2003; Pickering et al., 2019). The fastest deposition occurs 

in the Bengal fan as sediment bypasses the delta via incised valleys and the Swatch of No 

Ground canyon (Palamenghi et al., 2011; Pickering et al., 2019). All erosional basins 

remain unchanged from those during the previous time period. To maintain sediment 

mass conservation during this period I scaled deposition rates in the Bengal fan region 

upward by a factor of 1.9943. 

 

20-12 ka 
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During this time period, the river valleys in the subaerial and subaqueous delta are 

assigned erosion rates 1.25 times higher than the erosion rates in the 30 – 20 ka period. 

This is done to maintain the same total mass removal as in the previous time period while 

accounting for the difference in the duration of the two periods (10 ka versus 8 ka). The 

location of fastest deposition in the Bengal fan persists (Goodbred, 2003; Weber et al., 

2003). Erosion rates in the Himalayan basins are increased by a factor of two to simulate 

increased erosion under the strengthened monsoon, the magnitude of which is constrained 

by 10Be-derived paleo-erosion rates (Pratt et al., 2002; Finkel et al., 2003; Scherler et al., 

2015). All other erosional basins are assigned their modern erosion rates. To maintain 

mass conservation during this period I scaled deposition rates in the Bengal fan region 

upward by a factor of 1.6236. 

 

12-7 ka 

This period marks a rapid transition in depositional regime. I maintained the 

increased Himalayan erosion rates during the 20-12 ka period while setting erosion rates 

in the rest of the erosional basins to the values assigned in the earlier time periods (122-

20 ka) (Goodbred, 2003). The subaerial and subaqueous delta begin to aggrade rapidly 

with deposition rates approximately twice that of the modern deposition rates (Goodbred 

and Kuehl, 2000b). I assume the same spatial pattern for the deposition in the Bengal fan 

and on the shelf. However, the rates of deposition in the Bengal fan region are decreased 

relative to the previous time period due to a shift of deposition to the delta following 

margin flooding around 12 ka (Weber et al., 2003). To maintain mass conservation 
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during this period I scaled deposition rates in the Bengal fan region upward by a factor of 

1.3622. 

 

4.4 Results 

Using the sea-level model presented in Section 4.2, I simulated sea-level 

responses to the adopted ice history and the sediment redistribution history in Section 4.3. 

Figure 25A shows the cumulative changes in the input sediment thickness ΔH, and 

Figure 25B shows the sea-level response ΔSLGR (Equation 3) at the end of the 122-kyr 

simulation. In the context of Equation 4, ΔSLGR in Figure 25B corresponds to ΔSLGR(tp), 

the change in sea level from 122 ka to the present day.  Because ΔSLGR(t) at the onset of 

the simulation is 0 m, Equation 4 implies that ΔSLGR in Figure 25B equals –RSLGR(122 

ka). Thus, Figure 25B shows the negative of present-day elevations of hypothetical 

paleoshorelines formed at 122 ka. 

In addition to the simulation driven by both ice and sediment variations, I also 

computed sea-level responses to the ICE-5G ice mass variations alone. Figure 26 displays 

the difference in RSL at 122 ka between scenarios with and without sediment 

redistribution in the Bengal basin. This isolates the net effect of sediment redistribution 

on modeled sea-level changes. These results indicate that sediment redistribution is 

responsible for up to ~15 m of variation in relative sea-level at the modern coast along 

the delta. 
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Figure 25. Cumulative changes in (A) sediment thickness (DH) and (B) sea level (DSLGR; 
Equation 25) over the 122-kyr simulation. 

 

 

 

Figure 26. Difference in RSLGR (Equation 26) at 122 ka between two simulations, one driven by 
global ice variations and regional sediment redistribution, and one driven only by global ice 
variations.   This shows the net impact of sediment redistribution on RSLGR at 122 ka.  RSLGR 
histories at Dhaka and Kolkata are shown in Figure 27. 

 

 

4.5 Discussion 
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4.5.1 Effects of sediment redistribution on sea level 

Figure 27 shows the history of RSLGR over the 122-kyr simulation at two coastal 

mega-cities, Dhaka and Kolkata, on the eastern and western sides of the GBM delta, 

respectively. The solid line represents RSLGR responses in a simulation driven by both 

sediment and ice variations, while the dashed line represents RSLGR responses in a 

simulation driven only by ice variations. Figures 27C-D show the difference in RSLGR 

between the simulation driven only by ice and that driven by both ice and sediment, 

which isolates the net effect of sediment on RSLGR.  

The effect of sediment redistribution on RSLGR in these simulations is as high as 

~19 m at Dhaka and ~17 m at Kolkata (Figures 27C-D).  The shapes of the RSLGR time 

series at these sites are broadly similar to one another, but differ in some respects. In 

Kolkata (Figure 27D), the magnitude of the difference in RSLGR decreases linearly by ~5 

m from 110 to 30 ka before steeply increasing by ~5 m between 30 and 12 ka. 

Meanwhile, the magnitude of the difference in RSLGR at Dhaka (Figure 27C) shows 

almost no change between 110 and 30 ka, but increases by ~8 m from 30 to 12 ka.  This 

difference is a result of the disparity in their proximity to depositional and erosional 

centers. Dhaka is located ~170 km north of the modern coastline, which is far enough 

from the shelf and bay to be minimally affected by deposition there. Dhaka also lies 

between depositional centers to the south (shelf and bay) and erosional centers to the 

north and east (Shillong, Salween, and Irrawaddy) resulting in only minor changes in sea 

level during periods of no deposition in the delta. Kolkata, by contrast, lies about 95 km 

from the modern coastline, and therefore is relatively more sensitive to the sedimentation 

along the shelf and bay. This leads to a steadily decreasing magnitude of sediment’s 
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impact on RSLGR from 110 to 30 ka and a smaller increase in RSLGR from 30 to 12 ka 

than at Dhaka. 

These simulations show that sediment redistribution can affect the sign of the 

modeled sea-level response in certain places and time periods. For example, in Figures 

6A-B, modeled RSLGR from 10 ka to the present is positive for the simulation driven only 

by ice and negative for the simulation driven by both ice and sediment. This illustrates 

how strongly sediment redistribution can influence sea-level change and highlights the 

importance of quantifying spatiotemporal variations in sediment redistribution, especially 

over the last few thousand years.  

In addition to revealing the impact of sediment redistribution on modeled sea-

level change in the past, these simulations also illustrate the impact of sediment 

redistribution on modeled sea-level changes today, which is a consequence of the long 

response time of the viscous mantle to past changes in surface loading (e.g., Cathles, 

1975). Figure 28 shows the average rate of change in ΔSLGR over the last timestep of the 

simulation (the most recent 100 years) excluding the contributions from changes in ice 

sheet volume. Along the modern coast, this indicates increases in ΔSLGR at rates up to 

~1.5 mm/yr in the GBM delta. This is the rate of change in sea level that would be 

experienced by an object that avoided direct changes in sediment erosion or deposition 

(i.e., for which ΔH = 0), such as a preserved paleoshoreline or a tide gauge. This excludes 

changes in topography caused by direct sediment erosion or deposition. This ongoing 

sea-level response to past sediment redistribution is significant: it is ~1.1-1.5 times 

greater than the increase in global mean sea level from 1901 to 1990 that was dominantly 

driven by changes in ice sheet volume and thermosteric effects (Hay et al., 2015).  
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Figure 27A, B. Modeled sea-level histories at two coastal sites, one east of the GBM delta 
(Dhaka, panel A), and one west of the GBM delta (Kolkata, panel B; Figure 26).  Solid lines show 
RSLGR (Equation 26) in a simulation driven by global ice variations and regional sediment 
redistribution, while dashed lines show RSLGR in a simulation driven only by global ice variations.  
C, D. Difference between simulations with and without sediment redistribution in panels A and B, 
respectively.  This shows that the cumulative effect of sediment redistribution on RSLGR at 122 ka 
at these sites is large (~19 and ~17 m), and that the impact of sediment on RSLGR at a given site is 
sensitive to the site’s location relative to the locations of sediment redistribution. 
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Figure 28. Mean rate of change of DSLGR over the last century in the simulation driven by 
variations in ice and sediment (Figure 25B). This illustrates the effect of sediment redistribution 
on modeled modern sea-level markers. 

 

4.5.2 Importance of erosion in sediment transfer history 

 In this section, I quantify the importance of including sediment erosion in the 
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I then compare both of these cases to published field observations and discuss how the 
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these two scenarios to carbon-dated sediment cores in the lower delta reported by Grall et 
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sediment deposition in their model inputs due to the small spatial and temporal scales 

considered in these studies. In this chapter, however, I expand on previous work by 

analyzing a wider region of interest to include regions of large-scale erosion (i.e 

Himalyan basins) which might affect regional responses to local changes in sediment 

redistribution. I also explore a longer sediment redistribution history than other studies in 

this area to ensure that I capture changes in sedimentation patterns over an entire glacial 

cycle, requiring a more comprehensive sediment transfer history to be able to confidently 

simulate sea level variations due to changes in sediment thickness.  

 Figure 29 illustrates the importance of including erosion in the sediment transfer 

history in the Bengal basin by quantifying the difference in DSLGR at the end of the 122 

kyr simulation between the standard scenario and a simulation in which I only include 

deposition in the model input grids. In panel A, the signal is dominated by the difference 

in erosion in the Himalayan basins. Zooming into the delta, as is depicted in panel B 

(note change in color bar bounds), the maximum difference between these simulations is 

on the order of 5 meters which changes sign from positive to negative about midway 

through the delta moving from west to east.  

 
Figure 29A, B. Difference in DSLGR between the standard scenario and a scenario in which the model input 
only includes sediment deposition. The central rectangle in panel A outlines the area depicted in panel B. 
Note change in color bar limits between panels.  
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 Next, I compare the results from both the standard scenario and the deposition 

only scenario to previously published field observations. Because the GBM delta 

experiences significant flooding due to consistent monsoons, there are scarce records of 

previous shorelines, however there are two data sets of interest in this area which I am 

able to compare to the model results. The first of which are carbon dated sediment 

thickness measurements reported in Grall et al, 2018. Here, I focus on the data from the 

tidal region (lower subaerial delta) as this is likely the area least affected by tectonic 

forcing in this region which are not considered by the sea level model. When I look at 

sediment age and thickness measurements taken from carbon dated sediment cores 

compared to the model results (Figure 30A), I see good agreement with field 

measurements, the standard scenario case, and the deposition-only case, particularly 

during the early Holocene. During the last 10 ka, both models slightly over predict 

sediment thickness in this region with a maximum difference of ~ 8 m. 

 
 

Figure 30. (A) Comparison of sediment thickness from the standard scenario (solid line), the deposition 
only scenario (dashed line) and carbon-dated sediment cores (open circles) collected in the lower subaerial 
delta taken from Grall et al., (2018). (B) Comparison of relative sea level from the standard scenario (solid 
line), the deposition only scenario (dashed line) and the water depth at which carbon-dated carbonate ooids 
(Wiedicke et al., 1999) were found off of the coast Bangladesh (open circles). 
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 In Figure 30B, I show a similar analysis in which I compare relative sea level 

history over the 122 ka simulation for the standard scenario, deposition only scenario, 

and the water depth at which carbonate ooids and ooilites were found off of the modern 

shoreline of Bangladesh (Wiedicke et al., 1999). In this case, there is no significant 

difference between the relative sea level histories for the standard and deposition-only 

scenarios after 30 ka, however, both scenarios fail to match the water depth predicted by 

the carbonate ooids. This disagreement likely stems from the poor spatial resolution of 

available sedimentation rate data and the large variability in reported sedimentation rates 

in the shelf region. While, the deposition rate used in this region is an appropriate choice 

for describing average shelf sedimentation rates, the high spatial variability in these rates 

may lead to more localized changes in sea level which are not captured in the model. 

Additionally, the results of our model are subject to uncertainties in input parameters 

including the magnitude and timing of sedimentation events, lithospheric thickness, and 

mantle viscosity profile. In the following sections, I quantify the sensitivity of the model 

results to variation in the input parameters to potentially explain discrepancies between 

the model output and field observations.  

 

4.5.3 Sensitivity of modeled sea-level changes to uncertainties in sediment transfer 

scenarios  

Modeled sea-level changes are sensitive to uncertainties in the sediment loading 

history, the ice loading history, and the Earth model. Given that this study’s focus is the 

effects of sediment redistribution, and that the sensitivity of sea-level responses to Earth 

model parameters and ice histories have been explored elsewhere (e.g., Milne and 
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Mitrovica, 2008; Wickert et al., 2013), and in the GBM (Krien et al., 2019) here I focus 

on the sensitivity of modeled sea-level responses to uncertainties in the temporal and 

spatial distributions of sediment within the Ganges-Brahmaputra basin over the last 

glacial cycle. The results of each of these analyses are summarized in the following 

sections. 

 

4.5.3.1 Spatial variability  

To illustrate the sensitivity of modeled sea-level responses to uncertainties in the 

location of sediment redistribution in the GBM delta, I conducted two additional 

simulations in which the deposition and erosion rates in the delta were shifted one grid 

cell (~40 km) to the east or west, and I compared the resulting sea-level responses to 

those in the standard simulation in Figure 25B. In these two additional simulations, rates 

and patterns of sediment redistribution were identical to those in the standard scenario in 

all regions aside from the delta, and sediment mass balance was enforced at all time 

steps, as in the standard scenario. 

For the simulation in which delta sedimentation redistribution was shifted to the 

east by one grid cell, patterns in DSLGR in the delta were translated eastward by 

approximately one grid cell as well. Figure 31 shows the difference between DSLGR in in 

the standard simulation (Figure 25B) and in this simulation. This reveals a bipolar pattern 

around an approximately north-south line that is coincident with the delta’s highest 

values of DSLGR in Figure 25B. East of this line, the standard simulation exhibits lower 

values of DSLGR than in the alternative simulation, while west of this line it exhibits 

higher values (Figure 31). The positive and negative signals both have a maximum 
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amplitude of approximately 1.5 m which decays to zero over a wavelength of ~650 km in 

the east-west direction. Similarly, I simulate the scenario in which delta sediment 

redistribution was translated one grid cell to the west. As in Figure 31, this results in a 

bipolar pattern in the difference in DSLGR, but with the sign reversed: the standard 

simulation has values of DSLGR that are higher to the east and lower to the west. These 

differences in DSLGR highlight the importance of uncertainties in rates and patterns of 

sedimentation and erosion in modeling sea-level responses to sediment redistribution. 

 

 
Figure 31. Difference in DSLGR between the standard simulation (Figure 25B) and a simulation in 
which delta deposition was shifted one grid cell (~40 km) eastward relative to its position in the 
standard simulation. The maximum differences in DSLGR have an amplitude of approximately 1.5 
m, illustrating the significance of uncertainties in rates and patterns of deposition. 

 

4.5.3.2 Earth model 

To illustrate the sensitivity of modeled sea-level responses to the adopted Earth 
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km. I adopt a 50 km thick lithosphere because it represents a lower bound in published 

estimates of regional lithospheric effective elastic thickness (Tesauro et al., 2012, 2013). 

Estimates of the lithospheric effective elastic thickness under the Ganges basin and the 

northern part of the Bay of Bengal suggest values of 90-100 km (Watts et al., 2013; 

Steinberger and Becker 2018). Figure 32A shows that modeled values of DSLGR in this 

simulation differ by as much as ~7 m from those in the standard simulation (Figure 25B) 

at the end of the 122 kyr simulations. This maximum variation in the value of DSLGR in 

the delta decays to zero over a length scale of 240 km to the north and east. 

In all the simulations, I use a spherically symmetric Earth, a feature common to 

nearly all gravitationally self-consistent sea-level simulations due to the computational 

expense of modeling gravitationally self-consistent sea-level change on a laterally 

varying Earth model (e.g., Powell et al., 2020). It is important to note that the cities of 

Dhaka and Kolkata, used in the RSLGR analysis, are in a different context regarding the 

regional tectonic setting (Steckler et al., 2016). Dhaka may be right at the contact 

between the two tectonic plates, located at the westward prolongation at the surface of the 

Indo-Burman detachment fault.  Kolkata is located ~200 km further east of this plate 

boundary. The eastern side of this tectonic boarder is thought to experience amplified 

subsidence rates under sediment loading due to the weakened Indo-Burman margin 

which is not captured in the spherically symmetric Earth model. While I have not 

explored the importance of capturing these variations in the simulations, Krien et al. 

(2019) computed subsidence rates in the GBM delta induced by sediment loading over 

the Holocene using a 3D Earth model with laterally variable mantle and lithosphere 

structure. The results of this study suggest that the incorporation of a laterally variable 
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lithospheric structure, specifically the addition of including the effects of a thickened 

lithosphere from the Indian craton, result in a slower vertical motion in the region of 

thickened lithosphere away from the delta. 

 

 

Figure 32. (A) Difference in DSLGR between the standard simulation (Figure 25B), which was 
conducted on an Earth model with an effective elastic lithosphere thickness of 90 km, and a 
simulation conducted on an Earth model with an effective elastic lithosphere thickness of 50 km. 
Near the GBM delta, the maximum difference in DSLGR between these simulations is 
approximately 7 m. (B) Difference in DSLGR between the standard simulation using VM2 mantle 
viscosity model and a simulation which uses a 2-layer mantle viscosity profile (µupper mantle = 5´1019 

Pas, µlower mantle = 2´1021 Pas). 
 

 To quantify the sensitivity of the model to changes in the mantle viscosity 

profile, I use a two-layer viscosity profile (µupper mantle = 5´1019 Pas, µlower mantle = 

2´1021 Pas) while keeping an effective elastic lithospheric thickness of 90 km. 

Figure 32B shows the difference between the standard scenario with the VM2 

mantle viscosity profile and the two-layer viscosity profile. The resulting signal 

has a maximum amplitude in the GBM delta is about 30 m along the modern 

coastline of Bangladesh. Maximum amplitudes over the entire region of interest 
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signals have opposite signs consistent with the dominant sign of sediment 

redistribution in each region. 

 

4.5.3.3 Temporal variability 

Lastly, I assess the sensitivity of modeled ΔSLGR to uncertainties in the timing of 

sediment redistribution. Because variations in sea level are linearly proportional to the 

total sediment flux (Ferrier et al., 2017), I expect that variations in the timing of 

transitional periods, on the order of a few thousand years, should yield results consistent 

with the best estimate scenario for a given mass of redistributed sediment. Previous work 

has shown that changes in sea level are most sensitive to variations in sediment 

redistribution near the present, which is also when sediment redistribution rates are best 

constrained. The rates used in the model for earlier parts of the simulations match well 

(within a factor of 2) with long-term (10�	years) rates from exhumation rates in this part 

of the world (Herman et al., 2013), further increasing confidence in the accuracy of the 

model results.  

To illustrate the sensitivity of ΔSLGR to uncertainties in the timing of sediment 

redistribution, I conducted an additional simulation in which I moved the transition to 

rapid delta aggradation from 12 ka to 15 ka. The resulting values of ΔSLGR at the end of 

the simulation differ by as much as 40 cm in the GBM delta, which is ~2% of the total 

ΔSLGR at this site (Figure 33). 
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Figure 33. Difference in DSLGR between the standard simulation (Figure 25B) and a simulation 
driven by sediment redistribution history in which the transition to rapid aggradation in the delta 
begins at 15 ka instead of 12 ka. In the delta region, the maximum difference in in DSLGR is 
approximately 40 cm.  

 

In summary, my sensitivity analysis suggests that modeled ΔSLGR is subject to 

meter-scale errors due to uncertainties in the spatial distribution of sediment 

redistribution in the Ganges Basin over the last glacial cycle. This highlights that, in the 

delta, relatively small variations in the spatial distribution of sediment (on the order of 

tens of kilometers) can cause variations in ΔSLGR of up to 10% of the total signal. 

Similarly, the simulations show that effective elastic lithospheric thickness can 

significantly influence modeled ΔSLGR, with a ~7 m difference in ΔSLGR near the GBM 

delta between simulations on Earth models with an lithospheric effective elastic thickness 

of 90 and 50 km. Temporal variations in sediment redistribution near the present have the 

smallest effect on ΔSLGR, with a 3-ka shift in the onset of rapid aggradation in the delta 
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generating a perturbation in ΔSLGR with a maximum amplitude of 40 cm near the modern 

coastline of Bangladesh. 

 

4.6 Conclusions  

I modelled gravitationally self-consistent sea-level responses to sediment 

redistribution in the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna river system and Bengal Basin over 

the last glacial cycle. My results indicate that sediment redistribution perturbed modeled 

sea-level changes by as much as ~30 m since the last interglacial. The amplitude of these 

perturbations decay to 0 m over an average wavelength of 445 km. These results have 

implications for understanding the drivers of sea-level change along the GBM delta coast, 

as the modeled modern rates of sea-level rise due to sediment redistribution are on par 

with the rate of increase in global mean sea level over the 20th century. The effects of this 

lithospheric deformation due to past sediment loading could therefore be responsible for 

increasing changes in sea level by a factor of two or more within the GBM delta.  
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 This dissertation explored the effects of flow properties on the distribution of bed 

forces in granular flows using laboratory experiments and discrete element 

simulations. By varying shear rate, mean grain size, width of the grain size 

distribution, fluid density, and viscosity, I was able to generate flows exhibiting 

elastic-quasi-static, elastic-inertial, and inertial-collisional behaviors using idealized 

particles in a rotating cylindrical flume. The relative importance of dominant grain-

scale interactions is quantified using the Stokes number to describe the degree of 

coupling between solid and fluid phases and the inertial or visco-inertial number to 

describe the ratio of the timescale for grain rearrangement to the timescale for mean 

deformation.  

In Chapter II, I presented a new experimental apparatus, BERTHA, capable of 

measuring bed forces generated by experimental granular flows exhibiting elastic-

inertial to inertial-collisional flow behaviors. The apparatus is made novel by its high 

spatial and temporal resolution, capable of measuring bed forces at a frequency of 7 

kHz with a spacing of 13.5 cm between sensors. With the use of this apparatus, I was 

successfully able to construct the distribution of bed forces generated by experimental 

flows in order to analyze the dependence of distribution shape on flow properties. 

Wall effects were determined to be most significant for concentrated, low grain size 

flows. 𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
*	 measured by near-wall sensors showed a significantly different shape 

than 𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
*	measured at the flow center. At low shear rates, near-wall force 
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distributions had more truncated tails relative to the centerline distributions, 

indicating increased shear at the flow boundary. At intermediate values of shear rate, 

this trend reverses due to increased particle advection at the walls. At high shear rates, 

the flow is no longer concentrated which yields fewer frictional interactions between 

particles and a poorer connection to the apparatus walls. The near-wall and centerline 

distributions no longer show substantial differences in shape once the flow becomes 

dilute. At large grain sizes, there is no difference between the shape of the 

distributions across the flow due to a decreased number of grains between the 

windows and the flow center. This lower grain count leads to particles at the center of 

the flow being more susceptible to flow conditions, yielding similar behavior between 

the flow boundaries and flow center.   

The results of these experiments indicated that 𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
*	is best-fit by the 

Generalized Pareto distribution while in many cases, the power law distribution also 

fits the tail of the distribution well. The best-fit GPD shape parameter increased with 

inertial number and Stokes number, while the scale parameter showed a negative 

trend with both nondimensional numbers. The combined effects of the trends seen in 

the GPS fit parameters resulted in longer-tailed distributions with increasing values of 

I and NSto. The observed PDFs were sensitive to the width of grain size distribution 

and shear rate but are robust to changes in mean grain size. The trends seen in the 

normalized distributions for mean grain size and shear rate can be explained by 

variations in the mean force, while the elongated distribution tails in polydisperse 

flows are present in both the normalized and non-normalized force excursion 

distributions. 
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In Chapter III, I carried out 900 discrete element simulations of granular flows of 

spherical particles in a rotating cylindrical flume. The simulated granular flows 

spanned Stokes numbers from 1´10-5 to 1´105 and visco-inertial numbers from 1´10-

5 to 3. I varied mean grain size, shear rate, standard deviation of the grain size 

distribution, fluid density, and viscosity to simulate flows exhibiting quasi-static to 

inertial behaviors.  In the elastic-quasi static regime, 𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
*	is best described by a 

GPD with shape parameter values close to zero, consistent with the exponential 

distribution proposed by previous authors studying static or very slowly shearing 

granular systems. In the elastic-inertial regime, the best-fit functional form of 

𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
*	took the form of a power law distribution. The shape of these distributions 

was sensitive to changes in Stokes number, showing distributions with shorter tails 

for more strongly coupled fluid and solid phases. Inertial-collisional flows generated 

bed force PDFs that were well fit by the GPD with shape parameter > 0.1. These 

distributions had the most elongated tails of all flow regimes, highlighting the 

potential erosive capabilities of these high-energy flows.  

 Solid flow properties have significant impacts on the shape of distribution of bed 

forces. Increases in shear rate from 2.5´10-3 to 75 Hz led to a tenfold increase in the 

predicted frequency of high-magnitude bed forces. Mean grain size had a more 

complicated effect on the shape of the distribution which was heavily dependent on 

the values of fluid flow properties. At high values of fluid density and viscosity, a 

change in mean grain size from 8 mm to 16 mm leads to a factor 3 decrease in the 

predicted frequency of high magnitude forces, while at all other values of fluid flow 

properties, no clear trend between distribution shape and mean grain size emerged. 
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Polydisperse flows produced longer-tailed distributions compared to monodisperse 

flows. Fluid flow properties had a much weaker direct influence on the shape of bed 

force distributions overall. Both fluid viscosity and fluid density only showed small 

changes (factor of 2) in the predicted frequency of high-magnitude forces with 

variations in fluid properties on the order of 104 and 103, respectively. These results 

suggest that the PDF of bed forces is not sensitive to changes in fluid flow properties, 

assuming all other flow properties are held constant, but may have more of an indirect 

influence on the shape of the PDF when other flow properties are allowed to vary like 

in the case in natural flows.  

 The results of the experiments in Chapter II compare well with results presented 

in Chapter III. The DEM simulations predict distributions best-fit by the GPD for the 

inertial-collisional regime but show diffuse boundaries suggesting that elastic-inertial 

flows near the regime boundary may also be best-fit by the GPD as seen in the 

experimental flows. The experimental flows which were well fit by the GPD and the 

power law, resided near the flow regime boundary which demonstrated a gradual 

change in the functional form of the best-fit distribution in the simulations. Results 

from both chapters indicate that the tail of 𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
*	becomes more elongated with 

(visco-)inertial number and Stokes number. 𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
* was robust to variations in mean 

grain size in both the experiments and DEM, however this trend breaks down at low 

values of NSto, likely to increased drag on the particles which is dependent on grain 

size. The effect of polydispersity on the shape of the distribution is consistent 

between experiments and simulations, as flows with a wider grain size distribution 

generate longer-tailed distributions. At fluid properties consistent with air, the DEM 
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simulations show the same trend in shear rate as is seen in the experimental results 

when shear rate is varied over similar values. These results suggest that the DEM 

simulations are likely capturing the behaviors seen in the experiments and that these 

experiments serve as a sample of the wide parameter space explored in the DEM.  

 The results presented in Chapters II and III of this dissertation indicate that solid 

flow properties need to be well-constrained in order to accurately predict bed force 

distributions in viscous granular flows, while fluid flow properties do not have a 

significant direct impact on the shape of bed force distributions, suggesting order of 

magnitude estimates are likely sufficient for predicting the appropriate form of 

𝑃$%	'	(
)

()
*. Bed force distributions in dry granular flows are most strongly controlled by 

variations in the width of the grain size distribution and robust to variations in other 

flow properties. This work highlights the need for future studies to analyze the 

dominant force mechanisms in each flow regime to connect bed force distribution 

shapes to the processes responsible for generating high-magnitude forces. Future 

work will focus on experimentally determining the shape of bed force distributions in 

more viscous fluids. The relationship between the shape of the bed force distribution 

and bed erosion rates should be explored as well as the effects of bed entrainment on 

flow properties to fully understand the feedback between bed forces, erosion, 

entrainment, and flow properties.   

 In Chapter IV, I presented the results of a gravitationally self-consistent 

sea level model in which I study the effects of sediment redistribution on local sea level 

in the Bengal Basin over the last 122 ka. I concluded that sediment redistribution 

perturbed modeled sea-level changes by as much as ~30 m since the last interglacial. The 
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results of these sea level simulations showed significant sensitivity to the choice of 

lithospheric thickness and mantle viscosity profile used in the model inputs, suggesting 

that the ~ 10 m discrepancies seen in the model results in comparison to field data may be 

explained by uncertainties in model inputs.  
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APPENDIX A 

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

 

Table A1. Run conditions for BERTHA experiments.  
Run 

Number 
Mean Grain 
Size (mm) 

STD Grain 
Size (mm) 

Shear Rate 
(Hz) 

Shape 
Parameter 

Scale 
Parameter 

Inertial 
Number 

Stokes 
Number 

1 10 0 17 0.677 2.725 1.73´10-1 2.12´104 
2 10 0 26 0.793 0.647 2.60´10-1 3.19´104 

3 10 0 34 0.590 0.453 3.46´10-1 4.25´104 

4 10 0 43 0.382 0.502 4.33´10-1 5.31´104 

5 10 0 51 0.452 0.583 5.20´10-1 6.37´104 

6 8 0 17 0.252 3.532 1.39´10-1 1.36´104 

7 8 0 26 0.415 1.893 2.08´10-1 2.04´104 

8 8 0 34 0.394 0.899 2.77´10-1 2.72´104 

9 8 0 43 0.396 0.553 3.46´10-1 3.40´104 

10 8 0 51 0.162 0.849 4.16´10-1 4.08´104 

11 5 0 17 0.196 2.914 8.66´10-2 5.31´103 

12 5 0 26 0.061 2.079 1.30´10-1 7.96´103 

13 5 0 34 -0.004 1.382 1.73´10-1 1.06´104 

14 5 0 43 0.027 1.505 2.17´10-1 1.33´104 

15 5 0 51 0.112 1.407 2.60´10-1 1.59´104 

16 2 0 17 0.008 3.647 3.46´10-2 8.50´102 

17 2 0 26 0.041 3.761 6.93´10-2 1.70´103 

18 5 1.4 17 0.233 2.541 8.66´10-2 5.31´103 

19 5 2.28 17 0.467 1.893 8.66´10-2 5.31´103 

20 5 3.55 17 0.621 0.008 8.66´10-2 5.31´103 
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Figure A2. Example of sensor calibration results. Calibrations were preformed while 
sensors were in their mounted positions in the drum. Particles with a known mass (0.2 
g, 0.5 g, 1.2 g) were dropped from a height of 25 cm above the load plate and the 
impact was recorded with a highspeed camera at a rate of 1000fps.  
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Figure A3. Single-sided amplitude spectrum of the resampled (2 kHz) bed force signal 
measured in BERTHA. (a) Grain size d = 5 mm and shear rate �̇� = 17 Hz; and (b) d = 5 
mm and  �̇� = 51 Hz. The low-frequency peak corresponds to the portion of the signal 
associated with the rotation of the drum as the location of the peak varies proportionally 
with the rotation rate. The small peaks with decreasing amplitude that follow the 
dominant low-frequency component correspond to harmonic frequencies of the rotation 
frequency. The high-frequency peak is likely associated with grain-scale fluctuations as it 
is on the same order of magnitude as the reciprocal of the microscopic timescale for these 
flows and the location of this peak is robust to changes in shear rate.  
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Figure A4. c2 statistics for GPD and power law fits to the tails of bed force probability 
distributions. All bed force distributions generated by these experiments are best fit by a GPD 
regardless of inertial number. While some distributions are also well fit by the power distribution, there 
is no clear trend in the goodness of fit of the power law relative to the GPD with inertial number.  
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APPENDIX B 

DISCRETE ELEMENT SIMULATIONS SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

 

Table B1. Model parameters used in discrete element simulations 

Model Parameter Min Value Max Value Comments 

Mean Grain Size (mm) 8 16  

Grain Size (mm) 1 27 Limits in polydisperse runs 

Shear Rate (Hz) 2.5´10-3 75  

STD Grain Size (mm) 0 4  

Fluid Density (kg/m3) 1 1000  

Fluid Viscosity (Pas) 1´10-5 1  

Particle Stiffness 2´104 5.4´105  

Grid Size (mm) 16  54 (Bernard et al., 2017) 

Particle Friction 0.382 0.382  

Wall Friction 0.4 0.4  

Particle Restitution Coefficient 0.9 0.9  
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 APPENDIX C 

SEA LEVEL CHANGE SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL  

 

Construction of sediment redistribution scenarios 
 

To reconstruct rates and patterns of sediment redistribution in the study area, I 

compiled published erosion and deposition rates (Tables C1 and C2). Erosion rate estimates 

are derived from cosmogenic 10Be measurements or from fluvial sediment yield 

measurements (Table C1). For both data types, I applied a spatially uniform erosion rate 

across the contributing drainage basin, which I delineated using ~75-m ASTER GDEM 2 

digital elevation data in QGIS version 2.18. Deposition rate maps were constructed from 

published rates (Table C2) for depositional regions delineated in Figure 23 in the main text 

(alluvial deposits, delta, continental shelf, and Bay of Bengal). Erosion and deposition rate 

maps were mapped on 0.05° grids and resampled onto global 512 x 1024 grids (grid 

spacing ~0.35°), the required format for model inputs.  
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Table C1. Compiled erosion rate data used to construct sediment transfer scenarios. Erosion rate estimates 
are taken from 10Be measurements unless otherwise noted. 

Site name Sample 
name Lat (°N) Long (°E) Basin area 

(km2) 

Mass 
yield 

(t/km2/yr) 

Mass 
flux 

(Mt/yr) 

Mass flux 
uncertainty 

(Mt/yr) 

Erosion 
rate 

(µm/yr) 

Timescale 
(yr) Ref 

Arun ARU-
11-26 26.92332 87.15508 33513 - - - 750 ±  

60 779 a 

Karnali PB80 28.639 81.283 45430 6494 295 77 2400 ± 
600 250 b 

Yamuna YAM 
Q3 30.443 77.674 7620 1,706 13 5 700 ± 

300 910 b 

Ganga BR924 30.127 78.33 21690 6,408 139 37 2400 ± 
600 250 b 

Narayani CA10-
10 27.703 84.427 31770 4564 145 49 1700 ± 

600 400 b 

Sun Kosi ARU-
11-27 26.926 87.146 18100 - - - 820 ± 

60 746 a 

Tamor ARU-
11-25 26.929 87.317 5886.36 - - - 1390 ± 

110 445 a 

Tista TST-
22 26.8887 88.4762 8033 - - - 1310 ± 

290 409 c 

West 
Bhutan 591_ 26.8311 89.5878 4583 - - - 330 ± 

54 1830 d 

Puna 
Tsang 
Chhu 

99-09-
xf 27.033 90.0738 7912 - - - 746 ± 

83 - e 

Manas* - 26.814 90.937 34690 1581 55 - 689 - f 

Subansiri* - 27.459 94.27 29674 2696 80 - 1172 - g 

Kameng BRM 
1425 26.80959 92.87534 9700 3093 30 30 1000 ± 

1100 600 h 

Siyom BR 
1226 28.21881 94.86374 5600 1786 10 - 600 ± 

500 1000 h 

Dibang BRM 
1404 27.89446 95.61633 12200 9016 110 - 3400 ± 

2500 200 h 

Lohit BR 
1208 27.79972 95.64930 24300 5350 130 80 2000 ± 

1100 300 h 

Godavari* - 16.30944° 81.71528° 320776.2 180.645 56 - 116.4 - i 

Krishna* - 15.70972° 80.93167° 252468.66 1.538 0.4 - 1.1 - i 

Mahanadi* - 20.2925° 86.72278° 149529.4 114.286 16 - 71.3 - i 

Salween* - 16.17222 97.59056 270000 666.667 180 - 444.4 - i 

Irrawaddy* - 15.70139 94.94389 430000 755.814 325 - 503.9 - i 

Shillong 
Plateau - - - 29750 - - - 81.6 ± 

8.2 

4.15 ± 
0.34 

(Myr) 
j 

*Erosion rates are estimated from sediment yield data and basin geometry; coordinates indicate 
approximate outlet 

a Olen et al., 2015 
bLupker et al., 2012 
cAbrahami et al., 
2016 
 

dLe Roux-Mallouf et al., 
2015 
ePortenga et al., 2015 
 

fBora, 2004 
gHazarika, 2017 
hLupker et al., 
2017 
 

iMilliman and Farnsworth, 
2011 
jRosenkranz et al., 2018 
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Table C2. Compiled sedimentation rate data used to construct sediment transfer scenarios. Deposition rates 
from each region are presented as the mean sedimentation rate with the range of rates displayed in 
parentheses. Deposition rate estimates are taken from a combination of previously published sediment core 
and seismic reflection data. 

Region Mean Deposition Rate (Range) (mm/yr) Ref 

Delta 4.89 (0.87-9.15) a 

Alluvial Deposits 0.32 (0.15-0.5) b 

Shelf 1.07 (1.07-1.07) c, d, e 

Bengal Fan 0.77 (0.17-1.8) f, g 

aGoodbred and Kuehl., 2000 
bRoy et al., 2012 
cVaithiyanathan et al., 1988 
dChakrapani and Subramanian, 1993  
eMichels et al., 1998 
fSobotovich, 1984 
gKrishna et al., 2016 
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